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Peer-to-peer or P2P systems are applications that allow a network of peers to share 
resources in a scalable and efficient manner. My research is concerned with the use of 
P2P systems for sharing databases. To allow data mediation between peers' databases, 
schema mappings need to exist, which are mappings between semantically equivalent 
attributes in different peers' schemas. Mappings can either be defined manually or 
found semi-automatically using a technique called schema matching. However, schema 
matching has not been used much in dynamic environments, such as P2P networks. 
Therefore, this thesis investigates how to enable effective semi-automated schema 
matching within a P2P network. 
This research uses an emerging P2P topology concept called super-peers to provide 
stability and scalability. Super-peer topologies characterise peers based on their strength 
within the network. Super-peers can be used to structure the network to limit network 
changes. This stability is important in providing an environment that is better suited to 
semi-automatic schema matching. Peers are clustered into domains, where a mediated 
schema for each domain is constructed using schema matching. The developed system, 
called Mapster, focuses on determining the mappings between the peers' schemas semi-
automatically rather than having domain experts define them manually. Scalability has 
been neglected in previous P2P database-sharing systems, and the use of super-peers 
and semi-automatic schema matching addresses this. 
The schema matcher performed well with independently created databases and testing 
showed that the P2P architecture scales well, at least for the number of peers used. 
Querying databases in such an environment appears to be an exciting and worthwhile 
avenue for future work, with the long-term benefits potentially having significant 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks are collections of devices, typically personal computers, 
which connect directly to each other in order to share resources, such as files and CPU 
cycles [61]. Peers control their own resources and choose when they are connected to 
the network. In pure P2P systems, there is no central authority within the network. P2P 
systems have received a lot of attention in the last decade. There are many systems in 
development in the research field, including Edutella [42] and Piazza [29], and in the 
commercial field, including N apster [61] and Gnutella [61]. 
Napster was the first to gain widespread popularity, gaining over 25 million users 
within a few months of being released [61]. This simple system used a basic P2P 
architecture to provide file-sharing services. Since then, many systems have been 
developed. These systems have varying levels of complexity and their applications 
include file sharing [61], instant messaging [4] and collaborative work [6]. 
People have focused on improving and extending various aspects of P2P networks. 
Speed and reliability have benefited the most. Search is now more efficient and more 
accurate, especially for file-sharing systems [5]. Search has also been expanded to 
support more complex queries and not just simple keyword lookups. 
1. 1 Motivation 
The aim of this research is to merge the success that P2P file-sharing systems have had 
with the functionality offered by database systems. Databases contain structured data 
and have good query processing engines. A mechanism that would allow sharing 
independently controlled databases, and to query other users' databases as if they were 
extensions of one's own database, would be highly beneficial. 
P2P networks offer an easy way of allowing people to access other people's databases. 
Informal techniques, such as using web forms, can be restrictive or impractical, as they 
can be tedious to setup and maintain. Data access is often limited to form filling and can 











used previously. The client-server approach requires that data is stored at the server and 
manipulated using its schema, so users have no control over data structure or storage. 
The somewhat ad hoc nature of the P2P architecture is suited to encouraging people to 
simply join and query the network whenever they wish. Although there are some 
disadvantages to this approach, when compared to other approaches such as the client-
server architecture, which include potentially slower query processing and loss of query 
expressiveness!, there are many advantages, such as ease of use and the freedom to 
manage databases independently, which outweigh the disadvantages. 
1.2 Problem definition 
Existing P2P systems that share databases [29, 42, 41, 3] typically require too much 
effort from the user either to convert their database to a format that is similar to those 
already on the network or to define how their database maps to the numerous other 
databases on the network. This can easily discourage a person from using the system. 
In order to share databases in a dynamic environment, messages need to be passed 
between the databases. These messages are used to communicate queries and other 
items. Since a query may be written using the schema from the originating peer's 
database, it needs to be translated into something that the receiving peer can understand. 
This translation process uses semantic mappings to convert these messages. Semantic 
mappings simply indicate how a schema attribute, or a combination of attributes, in one 
schema maps to an attribute, or combination thereof, in another schema [37]. Semantic 
mappings are useful as they allow a user to query other peoples' schemas as if they were 
simply extensions to the user's own schema. 
These mappmgs can be produced manually or usmg schema matching. Manually 
defining these mappings can be very time-consuming, tedious and labour-intensive. 
Hence, it would be beneficial to use schema matching, which semi-automatically finds 
the similarities between two databases and represents them as semantic mappings [20]. 
Semi-automatic schema matching is not new, but has not been widely implemented in 
P2P networks. There are four P2P database-sharing systems, namely Piazza [29], 











Edutella [42], Hyperion [3] and BestPeer [41]. All of their schema matching approaches 
have been included in the schema matching background chapter. Of these four, only 
BestPeer uses some form of semi-automated schema matching. However, their approach 
is to simplify match as much as possible and is more of an addition to the system than a 
full component. The others require mappings to be defined manually by domain experts 
or the database users. 
Schema matching has been implemented in systems where the environments have been 
stable and relatively small, when compared to P2P networks. Very little testing [21] has 
been done on how schema matching techniques scale for large numbers of databases, or 
how they perform in dynamic environments, like P2P networks where the collection of 
data sources is constantly changing. In order to develop a P2P database-sharing system, 
schema matching needs to be implemented in a way that is effective in a large, dynamic 
environment. After researching recent developments in the P2P field, a concept called 
super-peers was chosen to address these schema matching issues. A super-peer is a peer 
that is relatively stable over time in terms of network connectivity and available 
resources, and is thus given a special role in the system [55]. These super-peers have 
been used to construct a P2P environment, called Mapster [54], in which schema 
matching techniques can operate effectively. 
This research has several applications. For example, it would be useful for people 
working in tourism to know about accommodation in an area. To allow this sharing of 
information, a P2P system could be set up that connected companies and allowed them 
to share their databases. The network could run over the Internet and, since it is ad hoc, 
only companies that wanted to participate could do so. They would not have to adjust 
their databases to conform to any precise format, which makes the system easy to use 
and appealing. As another example, [9] describes the scenario of a pharmacist accessing 
patient records for a tourist from a doctor's database in the patient's home country. This 
example describes how medical personnel could easily share information with others 











A P2P system to share databases must be effective for the network environment and 
easy to use. This thesis focuses on sharing relational databases, but the ideas from the 
research can be extended to other data models. 
The effort required to use the system needs to be minimal [62]. A user will need to 
confirm mappings that are generated by the schema matching process. This can be 
simplified using a good but simple graphical user interface. A user will then want to 
query the network. Since databases are being shared, the query processing should be 
able to handle complex queries, such as SQL queries, and not just simple keyword 
lookups. This means that a query processing component will also be needed. 
1.3 Scope 
This research investigates the sharing of databases in a large, decentralised and dynamic 
environment. The thesis addresses the problem of handling different schemas simply 
and effectively in this context. Related topics, such as query optimisation and security 
issues, are beyond the scope of this work. 
1.4 Overview of document 
This chapter has defined the problem addressed in this thesis and outlined the solution. 
In the following two chapters, background information on P2P systems and schema 
matching techniques is given. Mapster is presented in Chapter 4 and its implementation 
is described in the following chapter. Experiments that were performed to test the 
schema matching, the P2P architecture and Mapster usability are then presented. The 
findings are given in Chapter 7. Finally, the conclusion of the research, together with 











Chapter 2: Peer-to-Peer Systems 
This chapter covers P2P systems to provide insight into what research has been 
successful and could be used in the design of this system, and what could be changed or 
improved. P2P networks are first introduced and some P2P systems are then presented. 
This is followed by a section on P2P topologies and finally, some evaluation techniques. 
2.1 Overview 
"Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is a form of distributed computing that can be described as the 
sharing of computer resources, such as files and CPU cycles, by direct transfer between 
peers" [61]. 
A recent survey on P2P systems listed the following as characteristics of P2P systems 
[2]: 
• Peers connect directly with other peers 
• Peers are responsible for their own data 
• Peers can join and leave the network at will 
• Peers can act as both clients and servers 
• Peers are autonomous with respect to the control and structuring of the network, 
i.e. there is no central authority 
Ideally, peers should only have local knowledge of available data and schemas [2]. 
However, indices, routing data, neighbouring peer schemas and other information is 
often also known, as this is helpful in many situations. 
Conventional multidatabase systems are founded on key concepts such as those of a 
global schema, central administrative authority, data integration and permanent 
participation of databases [3]. Pure P2P systems do away with these concepts in order to 
be more distributed and flexible. 
2.1.1 Benefits 
There are numerous benefits offered by P2P over other systems, such as client-server 











availability and fault-tolerance [17, 57]. The decentralised control of P2P networks is 
responsible for most of these advantages. 
2.1.2 Applications 
P2P systems have several applications. Examples include file-sharing (e.g. Napster 
[61]), instant messaging and pervasive devices communicating (e.g. Skype [4]), 
distributed search and indexing to enable "deep" searches ofIntemet content (e.g. [57]), 
and sharing CPU cycles and storage resources to better utilize capital investments (e.g. 
SETI@Home [56]). Other examples exist, such as truly distributed directory name 
services (DNS) (e.g. CAN [50]), scalable event notification infrastructures [47], new 
forms of content distribution and delivery (e.g. Akamai [20]), and collaborative work 
and play, such as Web-based meetings and interactive gaming [57]. 
2.2 Challenges 
P2P systems face three key challenges [17,2,42]: 
1. Resource management 
2. Search 
3. Security and Privacy 
Security and privacy are beyond the scope of this research and will not be discussed 
here. Please refer to [28] for more information. 
2.2.1 Resource Management 
Resource management is difficult due to two characteristics [5]. Firstly, the autonomous 
nature of peers allows them to change their data when they want, how they want and 
how often they want. Secondly, the scale and dynamic nature of the system makes it 
difficult to construct a complete picture of what resources are available and how to best 
use them, at any given moment. 
P2P systems must be designed in a way that will allow them to be scalable and robust. 
To handle these issues, they must be able to address some of the considerations 
mentioned in [41,42], such as: 
• Load balancing 
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Thi~ ~ecli0n uc,cribe> P2P topologies and bow they affect the pcrfonTIUl1ce of P1P 
~yslCll1~_ An o,~.",jew of topologies is given, followed by examples of specific types of 
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2.3.1 Overview 
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The diameter of a network is the shortest distance between the two most distant peers in 
terms of node hops. A smaller diameter should reduce information loss and improve 
query processing time. All the above factors point to one notion: the network topology 
is fundamental in determining the performance of a P2P system. Several design choices 
affect the topology of the network, including how peers choose neighbours, if query 
routing is used and how it is used, content replication, maintenance of peer connections 
and information, network exploration, and peer role differentiation [5]. 
There are two types of P2P networks [61]: pure and hybrid. Pure P2P networks treat 
peers equally, where they may act as both clients and servers, and are completely 
decentralised. Gnutella is an example of a pure P2P system. Hybrid P2P networks, such 
as Napster, include centralised components, like servers that store information about 
peers and handle requests for peer resources. Search can be performed over a 
centralized directory, while data access can still occur in a P2P fashion. Since 
centralised servers are used, not all peers are treated equally in hybrid systems. 
Although pure P2P networks are more decentralised, they do not perform well in 
practice. 
A recent comparison of hybrid P2P file-sharing systems [68] completed at Stanford 
University investigated four architectures for hybrid P2P servers, namely chained, 
unchained, full replication and hash. In the chained architecture, servers only store the 
metadata relating to peers that are connected to them. These servers are linked together, 
allowing queries to be sequentially sent to different servers. Peer logins are efficient and 
the servers require the least amount of storage of all the architectures investigated. 
Unchained networks consist of independent servers that do not communicate with each 
other, resulting in peers not being able to access all resources in the network. To achieve 
full replication, each server maintains a complete index of all peer resources, allowing 
all queries to be answered by any given server. This uses the most storage at a server of 
any architecture examined. Finally, the hash architecture requires specific subsets of the 
peers' metadata to be hashed and stored at specific servers. Querying is done by 
retrieving all these inverted lists and merging them at the local server. The only benefit 











the lists are distributed. However, more network traffic is created in transporting these 
lists to the server processing the query. 
A peer login occurs when a peer joins the network and communicates with a server. 
Peer logins fall into two categories: batch and incremental [68]. A batch login requires 
the peer to send all its metadata to the nearest server every time it logs into the network. 
This allows the server to discard metadata of disconnected peers, resulting in more free 
storage. However, it does create more network traffic. With the incremental approach, 
only changed metadata is sent to the server by the peer at connection time. This requires 
query results to be filtered so that resources belonging to disconnected peers are not 
returned. It was found [68] that the incremental approach outperformed the batch 
approach. Ultimately, the incremental chained architecture showed the best 
performance, followed by the incremental unchained architecture. 
Other findings from the study included the following. Changing from the unchained to 
the chained architecture did not affect the performance by much, but did return 
significantly more results. The batch-unchained architecture is the one that most closely 
describes Napster's architecture. Batch strategies are far more scalable than the 
incremental strategies, in terms of storage use. Full replication is the approach to take if 
network connections are more stable, storage is not an issue, user interests are diverse, 
and result sets tend to be relatively large. The unchained technique is not recommended 
in general because it returns relatively few results per query and has only slightly better 
performance than other architectures. The incremental architecture is useful when 
systems primarily store historical data, i.e. are "archive-driven". It performs best when 
sessions are short and network bandwidth is limited. 
The above study was done on file-sharing systems and the results are applicable to that 
type of system. Metadata in file-sharing systems stores information such as filenames 
and file sizes. This changes as the files that are being shared change. In a database-
sharing system, the metadata is unlikely to change as frequently. In file-sharing systems, 
the number of files and the amount of storage required for file indexes may be large. It 
is common for systems to share several thousand files at any given time. The target 











small when compared to the several thousand files being shared by P2P file-sharing 
systems. Although the schemas may store thousands of stored values, the schema size 
itself will typically be small. This is shown in section 3.4, where most schema-matching 
systems, which are not even P2P systems, do not work with large schemas. Since the 
schemas are small and do not impose the same restrictions on the system, some of the 
Stanford findings are not applicable to database-sharing systems. 
2.3.2 Unstructured topologies 
There are three different approaches to organising unstructured systems [5], namely 
simple and practical, using past knowledge, and adaptive. The simple approach is the 
least effective but the easiest to implement and run. All peers are equal and are free to 
connect to whomever they like. Instead, past knowledge, including usage and peer 
statistics, can be used to make estimates and guess an effective topology for a given 
scenario. This approach uses past information that is not updated. Once the topology has 
been created, it is fixed. This approach may lead to poorly formed topologies and so an 
adaptive element can be added to form the last approach. An adaptive approach is the 
hardest to implement, but is the most effective. It works by evolving the network 
topology over time to best suit the needs of the peers [5]. 
No global state is kept in unstructured systems. This makes it more difficult to support 
various services, such as searching, efficiently and effectively. Querying is usually done 
by flooding the network with the query, as in Gnutella. On the other hand, richer queries 
can be supported, and, as a result, several P2P systems developed nowadays are 
unstructured. 
2.3.3 Structured topologies 
In a structured P2P system, organisation of the network is governed by a globally 
agreed-upon policy [5]. Data placement and the topology are tightly controlled in such 
systems. A feature of structured systems is that locating a resource is guaranteed within 
a bounded number of hops [5]. There are several techniques by which to create 













Clustering is the process of grouping peers together according to constraints. Typically, 
peers are clustered according to their interests or resources. This technique is effective 
and is implemented in the majority of the systems in use today [42, 29, 41]. 
Clustering improves query response time because a query can be sent to a specific 
collection of peers that are most likely to be able to answer it. It also helps by breaking 
the network up into smaller segments that are easier to manage. This is useful for 
several purposes, including updating information and security enforcement. On the 
other hand, if a cluster cannot be reached4 then all the resources located within that 
cluster are temporarily lost. Since queries are sent to the most appropriate clusters and 
not to all peers, query completeness is not guaranteed. 
Super-peer networks 
In pure P2P networks, all peers are treated equally. However, peers are typically not 
equal and this can be used to create inventive topologies. A comprehensive study of the 
Gnutella network [47] found that a P2P topology becomes important when nodes differ 
in orders of magnitude of: 
• Bandwidth (50 Kbps to 100 Mbps) 
• Latency (10 milliseconds to 10 seconds) 
• Availability (1 % to 99.99%) 
These differences show that not all peers are equal and, as a result, should not be treated 
as such. This introduces the idea of node, or role, differentiation. The study of role 
differentiation [43] has led to the concept of super-peers. Super-peers are more reliable 
than normal peers, as they typically: 
• Stay connected for longer 
• Have more resources 
• Remain comparatively constant, in terms of resources and location 











Super-peer topologies can be very inefficient if not implemented properly [43]. They 
should be applied incrementally and should be able to adapt to the environment. Several 
questions need to be addressed when creating super-peer topologies, including [55]: 
• How should super-peers be connected? 
• What is a good ratio of peers to super-peers? 
• Is such a ratio needed? 
Super-peers can be used in a variety of ways to create topologies. One such topology is 
called HyperCuP [55] . HyperCuP (see Figure 3) has the following properties: 
• Very efficient broadcast and search 
• Exploits the topology to reach all nodes in the network with the minimum 
number of messages possible 
• Super-peers or central servers are not essential 
• Network is resilient against failure 
• Allows for efficient concept-based search 
In [55], an efficient HyperCuP construction and maintenance algorithm is provided 
where nodes can join and leave the self-organizing network at any time and can be 
made even more efficient using a global ontology of concepts that determine the 
organization of peers. 
For the topology to work, the following requirements need to hold: 
• The network diameter should be reasonable 
• The number of neighbours must be limited 
• Network traffic during search and broadcast should be distributed evenly among 
nodes in the network 
• Hotspots in the network should be avoided 
• The system must provide redundancy capabilities 
In order to support some of these requirements, each node stores the address of its 
neighbours. Nodes joining and leaving should not need to transmit many messages. For 











end up with more neighbours than other areas and the topology will become 
unbalanced. 
In Figure 3, super-peers are represented as large circles and normal peers are the small 
circles that connect to the super-peers. The numbers shown on the connections between 
peers shows how the broadcast algorithm works. The node invoking a broadcast sends 
the broadcast message to all its neighbours, tagging it with the edge label on which the 
mcssage was sent. Nodes receiving the message restrict the forwarding of the message 
to those links tagged with higher edge labels. In the case of an incomplete hypercube, 
existing peers are temporarily upgraded to super-peers to fill in the gaps. This 
guarantees that any node will receive a message exactly once and that the last nodes are 
reached after 10&N forwarding steps, where b is the branching factor of the super-peers, 
i.e. the number of connections super-peers can have, and N is the total number of nodes 
in the network. Link failures, like a peer being disconnected, are handled by the closet 
neighbour of that node, which executes the departure routine on behalf of that node. 
Figure 3: An example of the HyperCuP topology (taken from [55]) 
Peers can be grouped according to concepts, which can lead to a global ontology. 
The network could then be broken up, whereby each concept is a single hypercube. This 
allows each single hypercube to restructure itself without interfering with other peers in 











Distributed hash tables (DHTs) 
With distributed hash tables, peers search servers, which contain hash-table partitions of 
the resources offered. Search involves sending a hash of the desired resource to each 
server. The server with the same hash then asks the relevant peer for the resource and 
forwards it onto the original peer. Search can be very efficient in these types of systems, 
but usually at the loss of search expressiveness. This is because the data structures used 
to make the network efficient only support keyword lookups. CAN [50] and Chord [58] 
are examples of P2P systems that have implemented distributed hash tables. 
2.4 P2P Systems 
This section describes three well-known P2P file-sharing systems, followed by four P2P 
database-sharing systems. 
2.4.1 Napster 
Napster [61] was the first popular file-sharing P2P system. The system consists of 
several central index servers that act as directories. A server stores metadata of all peers 
connected to it, including IP addresses and shared filenames. Peers register with one of 
these servers when they join the network. They are then able to use it to search for files 
located on other peers currently connected to the network by sending queries to the 
server. A direct connection is then established between the peer and a peer containing 
the resource using the IP address of the peer that is returned by the server [61]. 
A notable disadvantage with the Napster design is its simple topology. The central 
servers form a single point of failure. If a server goes down then all the peers connected 
to it go down as well. These peers could connect to another server, but this would cause 
scalability problems, as the server's workload would increase considerably. Napster has 
two advantages in that it offers fast query processing and fast updating of available 
resources, but its search is limited to keyword lookups. 
2.4.2 Chord 
Chord is a distributed lookup protocol that addresses the problem of efficiently locating 
a peer that stores a particular data item [58]. It provides support for just one operation: 
mapping a key to a peer. Data location can be easily implemented on top of Chord by 











to which the key maps. Therefore, each peer stores a hash of the resources offered by it, 
which can be used by other peers to quickly search for a particular resource. Chord 
adapts efficiently as peers join and leave the system, and can answer queries even if the 
system is continuously changing. Results from theoretical analysis, simulations and 
experiments show that Chord is scalable, with communication cost and the state 
maintained by each peer scaling logarithmically with the number of Chord peers [58]. 
Chord is very efficient at locating a particular data item. Unfortunately, it can only 
locate that item if it is given the exact key that maps to that particular item. This limits 
how the system can perform searches. Users cannot use phrases or keywords that do not 
exactly match the relevant key. 
2.4.3 Gnutella 
Gnutella [61] is a completely decentralised system where peers connect to neighbouring 
peers to form a massive collection of interconnected nodes. Querying is in the form of 
keyword lookups and is done by recursively passing a query to all neighbours. This 
effectively sends the query to all peers present within the network. This unfortunately 
floods the network with messages and consumes an unnecessarily large amount of 
resources. This inefficiency is because the protocol used in the system was not designed 
to scale to the number of users that Gnutella now experiences. 
Apart from the severe scalability problems that Gnutella faces, there are also problems 
of inefficiency and denial of service attacks [61]. The messages passed in the network 
use a time-to-live counter. If this counter limit is set too high then the message may loop 
in the network. If the counter limit is set too low then the message may not reach all the 
peers and may only return a subset ofthe full potential results. 
Research [52, 1] has shown that approximately 70% of the peers are exclusively 
consumers, whilst nearly 50% of all responses are returned by the top 1 % of sharing 
hosts. This indicates that although Gnutella has a decentralised design it mimics a 
design remarkably similar to that of Napster. The 1 % of peers that contribute 50% of 
the resources essentially acts as central servers and, consequently, Gnutella suffers from 











However, Gnutella does have some advantages. Due to its decentralised design and lack 
of central control, it is easy to create ad-hoc networks using Gnutella. The protocol used 
for answering queries is expensive but useful in an environment where there is a lot of 
peer activity, i.e. not only do peers constantly change, but so do the resources offered by 
those peers. The query processing returns a high proportion of possible results. Future 
work improving the routing protocols and querying techniques is planned. 
2.4.4 Piazza 
Piazza [29] was started to create a robust infrastructure for the Semantic Web. The idea 
was to create a P2P database management system (PDBMS) that would handle issues 
such as data management and be able to offer complex query processing of peers' 
databases. A PDBMS offers expressive and powerful querying services, but 
heterogeneous schemas of the various peers need to be mapped to make this level of 
querying possible. 
The Piazza project has developed a language for mediating data between peers. The 
language supports mappings of simple forms of domain structure and of rich document 
structure. This language is based on XQuery and can map between peers containing 
RDF data and peers containing XML data. This schema mediation technique is 
presented in section 3.5.2. They also provide an algorithm to answer queries and do 
translations across the full range of data, from RDF and its associated ontologies to 
XML, which has a substantially less expressive schema language. 
Peers can contribute a combination of the following resources [31]: 
• Data, e.g. XML or RDF instances 
• Schemas, e.g. XML schema or OWL ontologies 
• Pairwise mappings between peers' schemas 
• Computation, i.e. CPU cycles 
• Computed data, i.e. cached answers to previous queries 
Piazza consists of two main components, namely the query reformulation engine and 
the query evaluation engine [9]. The query reformulation engine takes a query posed in 











through the semantic mappings of the peers to output a set of queries over the relevant 
peers. The query reformulation algorithm is responsible for ensuring that the results are 
semantically correct. The query evaluation engine produces results as data is returned 
from the peers on the network. It makes use of the transitive closure of mappings to 
return all relevant data in the preferred schema of the original peer. 
A key aspect of the system is that there may be many alternate mapping paths between 
any two peers. An important problem is identifying how to prioritize the paths that 
preserve the most information, while avoiding paths that involve an unnecessary 
number of peers and resources [30]. 
Little focus has been put on the topology of the system, until recently. Clustering has 
been adopted to allow peers to form structures called spheres of cooperation [9]. These 
spheres will allow for query optimisations that exploit commonalities and available 
data. Some of the possible optimization criteria include eliminating redundant 
mappings, reducing the diameter of the PDMS so that information loss in query 
reformulation will be reduced, and identifying semantically umeachable peers [29]. 
2.4.5 Edutella 
Edutella [42] is a schema-based system, which uses RDF [51] as its foundation schema 
language [43]. Several services are provided in Edutella, including querying, metadata 
replication, mapping between peers' resources, mediation between peers' resources and 
annotation of peers' resources [42]. 
Data replication, or caching, of the network's mediated schema is useful as it improves 
the reliability of the network and helps in load balancing. Edutella uses RDF to map the 
peers' heterogeneous schemas to Edutella's mediated schema [42]. One important 
characteristic of the RDF language is the ability to use distributed annotations for 
resources [43]. This allows a peer's schema to reference resources located within other 
peers. A disadvantage of using RDF is that existing schemas cannot be used to describe 
the resources. New schemas must be defined for everything and this is not 











The HyperCuP topology [55], which is covered in section 2.3.3, provides efficient 
query routing. Super-peers store indices relating to peers currently connected to them. 
More efficient search capabilities are currently being researched to take advantage of 
the HyperCuP topology. 
2.4.6 Hyperion 
Hyperion [3] is a conventional database management system augmented with a P2P 
interoperability layer. The system allows peers to define their own schemas. The 
specification method and management of the metadata required to coordinate and share 
the peers' data is then handled by the system. This approach is different from other 
systems, such as Edutella, where the system provides uniform access to the collection of 
heterogeneous data, in that Hyperion handles the reconciliation and integration of data 
at query time. Data mediation makes use of mapping tables, which are defined by 
domain experts. This approach is explained in section 3.5.3. 
Hyperion offers several advantages over other systems. Since peers can define their own 
schemas, the system requires minimal work from the user before he can use the system. 
The system handles the reconciliation and integration of data at query time, which 
means that query results will reflect the current status of the network. As mappings are 
defined by domain experts, they should be accurate. The last two points are also 
disadvantages. Since data mediation is done at query time, query processing will take 
longer. Having domain experts define the mappings is also problematic, as mappings 
take time to define and can be tedious even for a small number of schemas. Hence, the 
approach does not scale well, which is important in P2P networks. 
The network topology is unstructured in Hyperion. Peers only have knowledge of their 
neighbours. There is no use of super-peers or any form of servers [3]. The team is 
looking into creating a directory service to share and advertise data [3]. This will be 
used to speed up the discovery of new peers and help in handling areas where there is a 
high degree of change in peers' data. Another research issue is to enable each peer to 












BestPeer [41] is a generic P2P platfonn that was created to support the development of 
various P2P tools [44]. BestPeer consists of peers and Location-Independent Global 
Name Lookup (LIGLO) servers. The LIGLO servers are used to identify peers whose IP 
addresses change frequently [41]. This allows peers to know who and where other peers 
are at any given time. The servers continually ping the peers connected to them in order 
to maintain the correct status of the relevant peers, which is primarily done to know the 
online status of peers. The LIGLO servers also handle query routing. All peers that are 
not LIGLO servers are classified as nonnal peers. 
BestPeer uses a self-configurable neighbourhood maintenance policy [70] to organise 
the peers. This policy defines a topology that eventually leads to peers clustering 
themselves according to the following theory: peers that answer queries the most often 
or most accurately will usually continue to do so and, therefore, should be clustered 
together with the peers that query them [44]. The project team ran several tests with this 
clustering strategy enabled and disabled, and compared it with Gnutella and a client-
server system. The system with the clustering strategy enabled outperfonned all other 
systems [41]. 
BestPeer has a three-layered architecture, made up of a P2P layer, an agent layer and an 
object manager layer. The P2P layer is used to interface with the network, whilst the 
object manager layer is used to administer the local resources. The agent layer is used 
by services built on top of BestPeer, such as PeerDB. BestPeer supports some complex 
services, including infonnation retrieval, database querying among different peers and 
data mining, with the help of several tools that have been built on top of it [70]. 
PeerDB allows peers to query databases present on the network. The key challenge in 
querying multiple databases is to match relations that are semantically equivalent. To 
achieve this, the team employed an IR approach, which is described in section 3.5.4. 
This technique is used to match relations during query processing, which is a two-phase 
process. First, agents are sent out to neighbouring peers to find matching relations 
relevant to the query. These matching relations are then sent back to the peer and a 
query plan is created and executed. The use of agents is distinctive to this system and 












This chapter introduced P2P networks and several techniques used within systems to 
make them effective and efficient. P2P topologies, including clustering, super-peers, 
and distributed hash tables, were then covered. Several existing file-sharing systems, 
such as Napster and Gnutella, and database-sharing systems, such as Hyperion and 











Chapter 3: Schema Matching 
This chapter introduces schema matching. Existing techniques are presented, followed 
by a section on evaluating schema matchers. Some recent schema matching systems, 
including four P2P database-sharing systems, are then covered. 
3. 1 Overview 
Schema matching is the task of determining mappings bctwccn the attributes of any two 
input schemas that passes user validation [38]. Schema matching can be applied to 
several applications, including data integration, schema integration, data warehousing 
and e-business or scientific workflow [62]. The first two combine to form database 
integration or database sharing and are relevant here. Schema integration is the process 
of combing multiple schemas together to create a single schema useable by all [10]. 
Schema mediation is the process of handling differences between two database schemas 
so that they can communicate with each other [29]. 
Since schemas are typically created independently of each other, various differences 
often exist between them, such as: 
• Different structural and naming conventions 
• Different data models 
• Different semantics for the same attribute label 
• Unit measurement may vary (e.g. Pound vs. Dollar) 
• Names may be organised differently (e.g. First name vs. Initials) 
• Need to apply a formula to one attribute to get the other (e.g. VAT, sales price 
and profit) 
• One attribute may correspond to several in a different schema, these are termed 
complex mappings 
Schemas may not completely capture the semantics of the data they describe and there 
may be several plausible mappings between two schemas; making the concept of a 












Most systems that reqUIre schema mediation today have schema matching done 
manually [49], which is undesirable as it is labour intensive, time-consuming, error-
prone and expensive, and requires extensive knowledge of the involved schemas. 
Databases are rapidly increasing in size, which emphasise these problems and highlights 
the need for some form of automated or semi-automated schema matching. 
3.1.1 Input 
The majority of schema matching systems accept XML and relational data sources as 
input. Besides the input databases, additional input may consist of dictionaries, thesauri, 
user input, global schemas or ontologies, and a collection of previous mappings 
between other databasess. The majority of systems require some form of domain-
specific information, such as synonyms, hypemyms, abbreviations and acronyms. 
3.1.2 Output 
The output of the schema matching process is the set of calculated match candidates and 
their associated scores (probabilities of matching). These candidates typically single 
attributes from each schema. A recent system, called iMAP [18], goes further by finding 
matches between individual attributes and groups of attributes, called complex matches. 
Little focus has been placed on finding complex matches, which are quite common in 
real-world schemas, making up to 40% of matches [23]. For example, list-price in 
schema A may match price * discount-rate in schema B or address may match the 
concatenation of street, city and state. These matches can be composed of mathematical, 
textual and Boolean functions, and often involve joins. Complex matches are more 
difficult to find because there are an unbounded number of potential matches using an 
unbounded number of functions, attributes and combinations thereof. 
Besides determining vanous types of match candidates, systems can also produce 
matches with differing cardinalities. Match cardinality in most systems is restricted to 
1: 1, which means that an attribute from each schema is present in only one match [21]. 
Higher match cardinalities, such as 1 :n, indicate that there are matches from a given 
attribute in schema A to several attributes in schema B. For example, Name in schema 












A may be matched to CustName, as well as EmployeeName, in schema B. Systems 
commonly only return the best match candidate for each schema attribute. iMAP, 
mentioned above, not only presents the best match candidates, but also the top-k match 
candidates. This presents the user with more match options and thus more choice, but it 
may place extra burden on the user, as he now has to sort through more potential 
mappings. 
3.1.3 User Effort 
Automatic schema matching is considered to be infeasible [49] and, therefore, all 
systems determine match candidates which a user can then accept, reject or change. 
Furthermore, the user should be able to specify matches for which the system was 
unable to find satisfactory match candidates, i.e. new matches. 
In order to encourage and improve user interaction, user interfaces should allow a 
person to specify changes easily and to provide additional input, like known matches or 
domain knowledge, quickly and effortlessly. User effort is required in three stages of 
the match process, being pre-match effort, during the match process, and post-match 
effort [62]. If a system is to involve a user in these stages then it should have a good 
user interface, which has been a relatively neglected part of many schema matching 
systems. Clio [67] is a system that focuses on mapping controlled by a user and not by 
schema matching techniques. The interface allows the user to explore the source and 
target schema. The user then defines mappings examples, which are used by Clio as the 
basis for creating and refining schema mappings. Focus is placed on allowing the user 
to verify and rectify the determined mappings based on the results of the mappings. 
The source schema and the target schema are shown for reference purposes. The target 
schema has the results of the mappings super-imposed on it to illustrate the determined 
mappings. Each mapping is also presented as an example where schema relations and 
attributes are shown. 
Pre-match effort can include preparing dictionaries and thesauri, training of machine 
learning structures, configuring the various parameters of the match algorithms, setting 
different threshold and weight values, specification of auxiliary information, such as 











User interaction is occasionally required to guide the algorithms during the match 
process. In [62], a system was developed that decided which places would benefit the 
most from user input. The system asks for user input when there is more than one 
equally good match or where complex matches may be needed. 
The post-match effort is needed to correct and improve the match output. This involves 
adding matches that were not found and removing or adjusting the incorrect candidates. 
3.2 Techniques 
Many schema matching techniques exist. A single technique is called a matcher. Figure 
4 presents an overview of the different approaches and how they can be classified. 
Schema Matching Approaches 
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Figure 4: Overview of schema matching approaches (taken from [49]) 
Matchers can be applied to one of the three levels of the database, being the schema-
level, element-level and the instance-level [49]. Some of the more popular techniques 
that have been used for each level are discussed next. Two general methods can be used 
for any level. The first is to use past matches between other schemas to determine 
matches for the two current input schemas. Past matches can be used to calculate new 











such as a Bayesian Network. MKB is a partial schema matching system that focuses 
solely on previous matches, which are used to train several instance-level matchers. 
Little work has been done on reusing previously detennined mappings [49]. The use of 
names from XML namespaces, entire substructures, like people's contact details, 
schema fragments, or specific dictionaries is already reuse-oriented and should be 
exploited more so in future systems. The second technique is to use web services as 
sources of additional infonnation. For example, an acronym web service may be used to 
help match attribute names or a web service that looks up county names can be used to 
match stored values, as used in LSD [25]. 
3.2.1 Schema-Level Matchers 
Schema-level matchers essentially analyse the structure of databases. The infonnation 
that is available from the structure includes general schema structure, integrity 
constraints, relationship types, such as part-of and is-a, and attribute names [49]. A 
common assumption used by schema-level matchers, which I refer to as the similar 
neighbour assumption, is that logically related attributes are often grouped together. 
This assumption works as follows: if attribute A matches attribute B with x probability 
then the neighbours of A have their match probability to B' s neighbours increased by a 
fraction [40]. This fraction is typically 10% of x. Therefore, when a match is found, this 
assumption helps indicate that the neighbouring attributes of the current schema 
attributes are probably similar. Neighbours include the attribute's parents, siblings and 
children. 
Referential constraints are used to find joins, which help group logically related 
attributes together. The combination of finding joins and the similar neighbour 
assumption make for an effective schema matcher, especially for schemas that are 
highly decomposed [38, 40, 22, 59, 37]. Referential constraints can be used to create 
paths from the root of the schema to the attribute. This is useful when the schema is not 
a tree but a graph, due to shared substructures. These can be contextualised using paths 
to convert the schema graph into a tree. This allows path matching to occur, for 
instance, by comparing common subpaths or by using string matching (covered in the 
next section) to analyse the tokens within the paths. Cupid [38] uses this type of schema 
matcher to match leaves of a schema tree by comparing the paths, in conjunction with 











attributes City and Street, which belong to POBillTo, match City and Street under 
InvoiceTo in the other schema, rather than the attributes under DeliverTo, because Bill is 
a synonym of Invoice and not of Deliver. Cupid also matches non-leaf attributes if they 
are linguistically similar and their leaf sets are highly similar, even if their immediate 
children are not. This is because the leaves represent the atomic data that the schema 
ultimately describes. This allows the system to handle variations in the structure. 
3.2.2 Element-Level Matchers 
Element-level matchers look at the attributes present within relations. The information 
that is available to these matchers includes attribute names, comments and the 
attribute's datatype [49]. These matchers are the most popular. Almost all systems use 
element-level matchers and they typically use the attribute name in their analysis, as it 
provides lots of information in a very short amount of space. The name is usually 
analysed using different linguistic techniques. 
Attribute name matching looks for names that are equal or similar. Equality can be 
decided using dictionaries and thesauri, and involves equating the fundamental meaning 
of the word and not just the characters of the words. This involves tokenising the name 
using punctuation and case. This allows the matcher to deal with special prefix and 
suffix symbols, such as CName and EmpNO. The base form of each token is then 
determined. If a token is an English word then a dictionary is used to find the base form. 
Synonyms are also retrieved using the dictionary. Most systems [24, 38, 22, 37] use a 
manually defined dictionary, although one system, SemMa [59], uses a web service 
called WordNet [65]. WordNet has a very large dictionary, which provides the 
definition of a word and is able to find synonyms for it. Cupid also removes stop words, 
including articles and prepositions [38]. This set of tokens and synonyms is compared to 
the corresponding set of another attribute using the following formula [53]: 
. .1. common tokens 
Slml arzty = -
total tokens -;- 2 
This learner is good for specific, descriptive names, like Price and House-location. It 
does not handle names that do not share synonyms (e.g. Comment and Description), are 












Other comparisons can be used that are based on synonyms, for example, car can be 
matched to automobile, and hypernyms, for example, report is-a publication and article 
is-a publication implies that report might be similar to article. Exploiting synonyms and 
hypernyms requires the use of thesauri or dictionaries. Natural language dictionaries 
may be useful, perhaps even multi-language dictionaries. In addition, name matching 
can use domain- or enterprise-specific dictionaries and is-a taxonomies containing 
common names, synonyms and descriptions of schema attributes, abbreviations, and 
acronyms. Dictionaries provide valuable matching hints for schemas with relatively flat 
structures 6. 
The similarity of names can also be based on common substrings and edit distances. 
Edit distance is the number of edit operations required to transform one string to another 
using the Levenshtein metric [15]. This technique is good at handling non-English 
words. For example, other matchers would struggle to match EmpNum and EmpNo, 
since a dictionary would not be able to use any of the tokens, which are Emp, Num, and 
No. However, the edit distance can fail in cases where the items are textually similar, 
but semantically unrelated, such as Patient and Patent. COMA [22] and Similarity 
Flooding [40] use this technique. 
Comment matching can be very useful. For example, the attribute ProtSeq could 
contain the comment "protein sequence used by LAB Prots". This comment indicates 
that ProtSeq stands for Protein sequence, which would have been quite difficult to 
calculate without the comment [41]. Unfortunately, comments are rarely supplied and, 
so, are not usually a viable matcher alternative. 
Equivalent data types and constraint names, such as string being equivalent to varchar 
and primary key being similar to unique, can be provided by a special synonym table 
[38]. These techniques are helpful only to limit the number of match candidates and 
must be combined with other techniques, such as name matching. It is only effective in 
schemas where the datatypes have been specified very precisely, which is not 
commonly the case. 











COMA introduced several instance-level matchers that no other system uses. Common 
prefixes, suffixes and infixes between the two attribute names were used to calculate the 
similarities of attributes, using a manually defined thesaurus to compare affixes. The n-
gram matcher compares strings according to sequences of n characters [22]. Different 
values of n lead to variants of this matcher, such as Di-gram (2) and Tri-gram (3). The 
synonym matcher simply uses relationship-specific similarity values, e.g., 1.0 for a 
synonym and 0.8 for a hypernym, which represent is-a relationships. The soundex 
matcher compares the attribute names based on how they sound [22]. For example, 
representedBy can be related to representative and ShipTo to Ship2. 
3.2.3 Instance-Level Matchers 
Instance-level approaches analyse the stored values of attributes. This level of matching 
has not been widely implemented because examining every stored value in the input 
databases can be very expensive. The majority of instance-level matchers use some 
form of machine learning, which is typically a NaIve Bayes classifier [25]. The NaIve 
Bayes learner is a very reliable instance-level matcher, especially when the instances 
describe the attribute name accurately, as green and red describe the name Colour. It 
does not handle attributes that have short, numeric values, like prices. The NaIve Bayes 
learner must be trained before it can be used, but it does allow the system to grow and 
learn over time. Training can be done offline, which saves processing time later on. 
Constraint-based characterization, based on stored values, can be applied. This would 
include numerical value ranges and averages, or character patterns. This technique may 
allow for the recognition of phone numbers, zip codes, geographical names, addresses, 
ISBNs, date entries, or money-related entries, based on currency symbols. Several such 
matchers are implemented in iMAP. A numeric searcher finds matches by examining 
the value distributions of the various attributes. It supports a limited number of 
operations, namely addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, between two 
schema attributes. It does not chain or nest operations together; however, it can use past 
knowledge to find more complex operations. For example, a past match may define an 
operation as VARIABLE * (1 + CONSTANT), which could then be used to find matches 
in the current search space or to find new permutations of operations. A category 
searcher is used to find matches where the data falls into categories, like gender or ~ge 











schema attribute. If the sets are equal or a subset of the sets from the other attribute then 
they may possibly match. This is useful, for instance, in finding matches between 
schema attributes that contain weekdays and attributes that just contain Saturday and 
Sunday. A schema mismatch searcher matches a stored data value that occurs often in 
one attribute with an attribute name in the other schema. For example, a schema 
attribute called Features may contain the value "fireplace", whilst in the other schema 
an attribute may be called Fireplace, with values of "yes" and "no". Finally, a date 
searcher focuses on complex matchcs that involve date attributes, using a simple 
ontology. This can be used to infer, for example, that the contents of BirthDate maps to 
the concatenation of stored values bday, bmonth, and byear. 
3.2.4 Combination Methods 
Individual matchers can be combined to allow for the selection and customisation of 
matchers based on the application domain and schema types. This allows a system to be 
fine-tuned for a particular use. The use of multiple matchers also improves the accuracy 
of the schema matching system [22]. Combination can be done in two ways: hybrid and 
composite [21]. Hybrid matching is the more common of the two approaches. It uses a 
fixed combination and execution order of particular matchers, which is not flexible but 
can be superior for domain-specific applications. It can offer better performance than 
composite matchers can, as the number of passes over the database can be reduced. 
Hybrid systems typically use the results from a matcher as input into another matcher. 
A composite matcher allows all the matchers to execute separately. In general, matchers 
do not rely on input from other matchers. Selection of matchers and the combination of 
their match results can be done either automatically or manually. This provides more 
flexibility than hybrid matchers do, as a selection of matchers can be chosen at runtime 
based on the application domain or database schemas, for example. Composite matchers 
are often used to produce fine-tuned matchers for different domain applications, which 
are subsequently used as hybrid matchers. 
Combining the match scores produced by the vanous matchers is usually done by 
calculating the average, weighted sum, or maximum of the scores. Other options are 
available, such as the stable marriage approach [22], but these still need to be 











learning [25, 37, 18] tend to use the weighted sum approach, where the weights are 
learnt as the matchers learn. The final match candidates are often filtered using 
constraint handlers, which utilize domain and database constraints. An example of a 
domain constraint would be that a house should only have one selling price. Referential 
integrity and key constraints are examples of database constraints. 
3.3 Evaluation 
Evaluation is necessary to find out how effective a system is at addressing a given 
problem. However, a quantitative comparison of schema matching systems is difficult 
since matching is an inherently subjective operation [38]. Evaluations done on existing 
schema matching systems thus far have been lacking in consistency and completeness. 
Furthermore, systems often focus on specific domains and data models. It has therefore 
not been possible to compare systems effectively. Future work should focus on creating 
effective standard evaluation techniques that allows users to choose a system based on 
various evaluation scores [21]. 
Ultimately, the goal of schema matching techniques is to reduce the amount of effort 
required by a user to achieve an accurate set of schema mappings. Up to now, only 
factors that affect user effort have been tested and not user effort itself [21]. Reliability 
and completeness have been the main factors tested. There are four popular metrics that 
are used in schema matching systems, being Precision, Recall, F-Measure and Overall 
[21]. All of the metrics require a manual match to be done so that results can be 
compared. The formulae make use of four definitions, being true positives, false 
positives, true negatives and false negatives. True positives are match candidates that 
the system predicted correctly. False positives are candidates that were incorrectly 
proposed. True negatives are candidates that were correctly not proposed. False 
negatives are candidates that were incorrectly not proposed, i.e. matches that were not 
identified. 
Precision is defined as: 
P 
.. (true positives) 
recIsIon = -
(true _ positives) + (false _ positives) 
According to [2], this " ... reflects the share of real correspondences among all found 











average value for Precision, for some of the modem systems, is between 0.8 and 0.9 
[40, 22, 18]. 
Recall is defined as: 
Re call = (true _ positives) 
(true _ positives) + (false _ negatives) 
According to [2], this " ... specifies the share of real correspondences that is found ... ". 
This can be interpreted as how complete the match results are. The inverse of Recall, 
i.e. 1 , is the estimate for the effort to add false negatives after the match process 
Recall 
has finished. Typical values for Recall lie between 0.8 and 0.9. 
Combinations of the above two measurements are used as neither alone can fully access 
the match quality. F-Measure, which is used in Automatch [8] and COMA [22], and 
Overall, which is used in COMA [22], Similarity Flooding [40] and iMAP [18], are the 
two most useful and effective measurements. 
F-Measure is much more optimistic than Overall and is defined as: 
F 
~ I 2 * (Pr ecision * Re call) 
-lVleasure = 
(Precision + Recall) 
F-Measure scores can range between 0.7 and 0.85 for good systems. 
Overall tries to quantify the post-match effort needed for adding false negatives and 
removing false positives. Overall is recommended for future evaluations by [21]. 
Overall is defined as: 
Overall = Re call * (2 _ 1..) 
Pr eC1SlOn 
Overall prevents any bias in the construction of the schema matching process to favour 
recall at the expense of precision and vice-versa. If the score proposed by the Overall 
measure is below zero, then the post-match effort to correct the results will be higher 
than the gain from the automatic match process. The most recent systems score an 











3.4 Schema Matching Systems 
Schema matching has be~n around for a while. Only some of the more modern and 
influCt1tial systems are included here, in chronological order, A sununary is provid~d at 
the end ofth~ sectio n, which highlights the differences between the various systems. 
3.4.1 LSD 
LSD stands li)T L.caming Source Description 1251 and IS a composite approach. as 
shown in Figur~ 5_ 
Domain 
COllstrainl Handler 
Figure 5; Architecture of LS O (taken from [25]) 
LSD us~s s~'ffa] typ"" of base ]e,llllffs, including an attribut~ nam~ matchff, a Ka'j,e 
B"yes learner, ,md " county-name recognizer, which is ,lll ex"mple of " speci"lised 
]e,l[Jler that compares stored v"lues "g"inst a county-b"sed web datab"s~, The 
determined match candid"tes are then weighted using the meta-learner and combined 
using lh~ prediction combiner_ 1;1 match c"rdinality is then enforced with the help of a 
conslr~int handler. Each learner is applied to ~Vffy storoo value_ Th~ d~sign~rs arglw in 
[251 that this provides thc leamtlJ:s wIth th~ b~st ~hanc~ 01- cakulating lh~ ~orre<:t 












Four domains ",,'n; "s~d_ each LOnslS!i"g oftiye, relatively small, data sourc"" ,,1Ih a 
manually construd"d mcdial~d ""h~ma for each domain. Three other sources from lhat 
domain W~lT u:;cd to train th~ syskm. The matching accuracy was evaluated USlllg the 
Pn;~isi()n measurc. 
Tll'.; hase lcam~rs alolle W()l~ 42_72 ',·" the meta-learner adds 5-22% and lhL constraint 
handkr cOn\ribulc, allo(h~r 7-13 '"" Thi" r~8u1ts in all overall matching accuracy 01- 71-
'12%. "lb" best qual ity IS a~hicv~d Whell all mmp<lnent8 are combined. -!lle matching 
accuracy rises quickly and reaches a slabk point rdatively rapidly_ This impii.::s that 
less data could be used to train the Bayesian llc,twork. 
Future work will include' addmg dOlnain-8pcclilC Tecognizer;, SO that better constraint< 
can be created. The,e recogniz.:rs will abo allow the ,;.",tern to mak" U8e of constraints 
earlier and not just at the end, as the constraint handln is ~un-ently th~ bottl eneck. 
3.4.2 Cupid 
Cupid i, a hybrid malch 8y,tem that combines a name matcher and dalalYllt matehn 
with a struduml makh algorithm [38]. Domain infonnati on. including ,)llonyrn" 
h)l'emyrns. abhrniation, and acron),nS, is used by the name matcher. Key, or obJcct 
IDs arc not procc:<sed by lht namC malehl"L Match~s a.r~ combined by calculating their 
weighkd sum. 
Experimelltation 
Testing r211 was donc hy eompanng Cupid th" mapping, d~tennin~d by DIKE [45] and 
by MOMlS l n ~o quality measures, , u~h as Re~al1 or Pr~ci,lOn, w~r~ computed. 
CupId was abk tf) identify ~ll neCeS>:llY m~ppings for the match task, and thu, showcd 
lh~ bc,t rtsult8. \J8mg lingui8tic similarity and smlcture similarity in combination 
proved 10 hc tar more c1ltclive than using Li th"" 8eparat<Oiy. Cupid was abk to h.mdle 
different nesling 01' schema attribules due to 118 bias toward8 lea\"~8 In simibr 
n~ighbOllrs rather than intenncd iate structure matching. Cupid was ahle to exploit 
refcrential i nte;.";ty COn';traint8 to i nfer ~s';O ci ~tions from a single relmion in one of the 











unable 10 do so. The thesallru~ pjay~ a nuclal role in lmguistit matching 13~1, but the 
thesaurus must be manually creakd and tuning of the control paramdcrs requires expert 
kn<>wkJg~ of lh~ domain . 
3.4.3 Similarity Flooding 
Similarity flood ing was designed to allow for the qUlck ucvciopmell1 of matchers for a 
broad spectrum of different ,c"nari(l~ [40]_ IL docs nOl try to outperform custom 
mawhcrs, but aims to be a u~eful adJition lo a more oomplcte system [221. jt is a hybrid 
syst~m, which uses an edit di~taJlce nume matcher and a structural similarity Hooding 
algorithm. Lnlike most. the system d()e8 not us~ a Ji ~li(lnary and r~q\lircs very little pre-
maleh dfort to p~rfonn. 
n,e input sdwmas ar~ converted into din:ctionai acyclic b'l"aph,_ The similarity Ilooding 
<J.lgonlhm us~s the similar ndghbour assumption to propagak th~ ~imliarili~s, prouuced 
by the ~tring malthing pro,,~ss. throughout the graph [40]. Thi8 j, repeatcu until lhc 
simi laritie8 of all no.ks slabiliz~. 1:1 match cardinality is enforced using uatatype 
compa!ihih!ics anu cardinality constraints [40]. Final candidal~' are ch')8Cn using ", th CT 
lire,holds OT the slahlc marriagc oon,,~pt 1401. which can be us~d to choo~e match"8 
that conti, ct th~ leas! \\oilh other potcntial matches, 
bperimellfutifl>l 
Limiteu ksling was done using I ~ sdK'mas with the number of attriI1ll1~~ ranging ti-(lln 
5 to 22 [21]. Thcy wCre rdatively similar, \\oith a 75% similarity on a\'erage. Se\'en 
u'~r~ WeTe a8kcd lO l,,"'rform the manual match process. Final match candidate, werc 
cho-.en using the !hresholu funclion. 
The average Overall mea~ure, ovcr all mat"h tasks and all users, was around 0.6. A 
quickly converging ver,ion of the simdarily noouing algori thm did not introduce 
accuracy penalties and was consiu,"Teu thc most useful [401. Thc structural alg;Jrithm 
waS found lo b~ relalively insensitive to ~rrors in initial similarity "alues pTouuceu by 












COMA is a composite match system used to ulvestigate the effectiveness of different 
matchers and their combinations [22]. Fig..,re 6 illustrates the COMA architect\lJ"e . 





''''' ''~ ' 
Figure 6: COMA architectu re (taken from [22J) 
The match prGCess ~an lx mn l"lther in ll11eracti"e or 1)) a..,tomatk mode. interacti,e 
mode is an iterative pm<;<;ss during which the user c_an specify the matc-h strate~')' for 
each iteration. incJudmg the makh"TI< t() be ""ed. how they are used. match and 
mismakh rdati()n~hip', and ~an 00.1..,,1 the makhe' made in th~ prev10us ileration_ On~e 
an eIT,;~tive ~"mbinalion or mal~hl'r' and oth~r paramn~rs has been selected. lhi, 
refin~d mal~h ,et..,p ~an lx u",d in a..,tomatic m"d~ li)r lhal 'p~~ifi~ domain_ 
Combinalion is mad~ up "i"lhnT 'lll'~, as shown in Figure 7' 
!:: S.' t]/?II1i?'!IS ~ iW"2--l S1-'>SI ~[Sl.S2.07] 
>; -=-t :;1 :;] 08 ...,. Combin~d 
-. .~irnil~I' i tT ": -- --- -- . 
0;; 5imil~nty c!lb~ Slrniluit:-- mntrh ;\Intch H 5Ults 
(DAggregarioll (j)DirilCtiolllSelectioll (j)Computatioll of comb_ similariTy 
Figure 7: Combination of match results (taken from [22]) 
Aggregation is done by taking the avcrag~ of th~ individual match results. Other 
available techniqucs include taking the maximum. minimum or a weighted sum. 
Severdl posslbi luies are avmlahk when p~rI()nning tlK sd~~ti"n oi"malch candidat",: 
VlaxN, Max Delta, threshold. and stahle mamage_ Max1\ sd"Cl, th" lop ,V matcl! 












close l() each other. Th~8~ two opt ions may rctum match candidat~s with too litt le 
,;imilarity, TI,,:: threshold option, which sekct8 candidates ahov.:: thc givcrl threshold, 
may rdum too many candidat~s, so a combination or option, is us.:;d, This is Max~ or 
MaxDelta in ~omhination wid) a low thr~8hold, ~u~h as 50%. Thc stable marriag" 
option was left for futurc work. 
['he computation oUh" final combincd similarity i8 don" by agb'l'''gating all the mm~h 
re8uit8. from th~ pr~," i ou, ~lCp, into one sImilarity value. Thi8 i~ ~akulated by .::ither 
using the awrag~ 01' the rcsults or using a function called Dic~ [12], whi~h lS hascd on 
the ratio or attribulCs that can bc matched over the totalilumber 01' attrihut.::s, 
COMA support, three dilTercnt typ"s c)!' mmehers, being 8imple, hyhrid and Teu~e­
oriented, as shown in Table I, 
Table I: Implemented matchers a\'"il"bl<' in lht' library (takell from 122]) 
The Childr~n m:lkh>w'T dct.::nnines the similarity b~tweell two non-leal' attrihutes based 
on the comhined similarily of all tll~ir descelldanl8. \Vith the r _eaV~8 matcher, only lhe 
lea\f~8 of the CUIT>wl1t attribute are involved, )'his allow,; th~ makhcr tc) handk 
dilreren~es in structure, 
Ther~ ar~ two reu8e-mientcd matdl>w'Ts. The Schema matcher trie8 to match entirc 











Addre.5s. i.e. ~hllre\1 substucturcs ' 'Jbc<;c matchcf:l Can cakulate new trunsitivc mmchc:l 
by examining previoll' mllilping~, 
P-xpt'fimenfmion 
Fxten,j\'e testing [22. 21] was done using live XML ,chemll' for purchase ordel':l 
ranging from 40 to 145 unique mtriblllcS. The :lllTIilari t), between the schcmas was only 
around 50'}'c, . 
In thelr tiTSt 'i.e! of le'IS. reuse \VUS not exploited, The option Ihut gave the best overall 
matches for the aggregation step was a, crage. Tl,e mo't wcce~sful combination of 
po"ibili tie , for the selection step were Ddta(OJl2) anu Thre~h<Jld(O.5)' Dclt3(0,02). 
The \ 'ulue' in brackets indicate input parameters. For example. 0,5 for the Threshold 
timet;Ol1 mean' that the threshold \VUS 50%. "Ibc<;c combination:l ,cored an O\'erull of 
beyond 0.7, whllst Threshold >cored the wor~t. This is inlere:lting as most systems u~c 
the thresholu option to sel ect the fin al mutch candidatc:l. TIl!: computation of the 
comhmeu similari ty perfonned best by computing the average of the results und not 
wing the Dice function. 
The rmSc of previous matches cuused instubility in :lomc of the matchers, induding 
'-'ame. TypeName, Chiluren lUld Leuves, This wa:l becau:le they were not able to 
uistinguish between the different attrihutcs' contexts, Con'>Cquentiy. '-'amePath. which 
uses the u((rihute puth. performed bette!.' than '-'ame. Typc'-'ame also pcrfonned better 
than l\ame. indicating that incorporuting dututypc infOlTnation Cllil be valuable. 
Overall, the best no-rell>C combmation. whkh included all llvc hyhriu matchers. 
ochievtil llil average Overall of 073 The hest reu~e combinution. which added the 
Schema matcher to the above selection. reuc heu Qn averuge Overall ofO,S2, Thcrefore, 
the rellse of previous matches is an effective way of improving muteh UCCllrucy, The 
be~t mutchers achieved. on avcrage, a Pl'Gcision of (),95. Recall of 0,8 and Overuli of 
0,7. 
Th"", repres<1l1 compo,ite attribute" ""el, dS Addr~.,s. whiell i, made tip StrNt Numhec_ Sn wt Name. 












In Sem:vta. short for Semanti~ Matcher, struclure similarity is computed as f,'1l0WS 159 I: 
I. Ift"'o table names am synonyms, ddennmed hy Word\lct, and the pnmary key 
attributes are S)'110n}11lS, then these two tahles am consid"red to he simllar and 
the value of.,tructurc _"'dght (d"fined helow) is rclurned 
2. However, if at least two aUrihule pairs in the two tahles are individually 
synonyms. these t",o tahles arc considered similar and the value of 
srructurr _ wrighr is also returned 
3. Othenvise. the structure similarity is computed ~s follows : 
s!ruUUre v-eighr IS a pre-dcfincd constant that detcnnincs the contnbutlOn of thc 
strucrurc matcher to the slmilanty of t"o c1emcnts ~lIm of _atrnbllte_ Slmdanlle~ IS the 
sum of similaritks dctermined by thc dalalype matchcr and namc matcher. If 
Slruc!we IImd"rJly is abovc a given thrcshold then the attributcs arc considered a 
match. 
Experimentation 
Testing invohed two medium-sizcd source schcmas and onc smallcr targd schcma. 
"ach sourcc schema was about 75% similar to thc targcl schema. Recall. Prccision and 
O,eral1 werc used to mcasurc th~ p~rl()rmancc orthc systcm 
The ~ombinati"n of all matchcrs oUlpcrfimncd any other ~omhination of lh~ mat~hers. 
Sem/l,la did not J\<--'rfimn well if the name, or many aUrihutes differed. Th" use or the 
schema structure and the di<;l](ll1ary hd[><'d III finding mor" matches but had th" sid" 
dfeL't of incr"a~ing the number of fal s" posi ti v"s, which low~r~d the Pr~~i sion m~a8ure. 
Like previous 8tudies. the results found th~t the weighting of the datatype matcher 
should be between 15",'" and 20"/; in a hybrid matchcr [59 ]. Future work proposed was 
huilding a sophistICated USL>f interface, tcstmg the sealabilll y of the approach, evaluating 












MKB. which stands for .\1apping Knowledge Base and is sho\vn in figure S. extracts 
knowlcdg~ from a corpus of kJl0Wll schemas ~nd mappings to match new schemas [37J. 
lI.IKB ~ims to be a useful addition to a mort: compk'le sch~ma matching system . 
• 
\ / / 
J
1 " ... ~,.".">,,., .. "", .. ... ....,; 
1,! 
00lI0<,,,," cO ",hom" 
> """ .. --~ 
Fii!Il ~e II: Architecture of the .:\'IKB (takrn fro m 137]) 
In th~ !earned knowledge component are base learners, each are trained to recogniz~ n 
specific attribute type .. \10S! learners moke use of NaIve Bayes classifiers. The instance 
learner ~xnmill~s features such ilS th~ nwnher of words or digits in th~ stored values, 
frcqucn~y uf lokms, and the pITscn~e or special symOO]s, mdmling S. %. and rI. A 
structure learner. ,,·hich identifies nei~bourillg attributes th.m frequently co-occur with 
an attribute, has also been implemented. ).Idghbouring attrihut~s ar~ til<' attribute's 
parents. siblings and childr<'n. It is a usd'ul contrihution as neighhourhood patterns 
heing learn~d for ~ach ~t\libutt ~re .,pc~ilil· to thai attribulc and aTe unlike gtncn~ 
h"unslics that state that attributes are simIlar if there are other similar mtrihut<'s in their 











The wcight~d sum of the match candidates is then c~lcula1ed. For e~ch attribute in th" 
inpul s<:hema. Ih" result is a v~ctor r~presenting the calculat~d similarity that the 
attribule has 10 ~ach attribute in the ""IKE. Attributes from two different schem~s c~n 
th~n be compared by <:almlating a Slmilanty valu" bas"d on lh";r v~(;lor:s. This (;an be 
the ditf~r~nc~ of lh~ v~<:lors. the ve<:\or dOl produ<:t, lhe a v~rag~ w";ghkd difiCren(;~, or 
the average sib'lllticant weighted difkr~n(;". Th~ av~rage weighkd difl~r~n(;c w~lghls 
direl1 matches between the input sch~mas more than match~s to lh" ""IKB. Wilh lhe 
~verage significant weJghted difference, only ,"nilanti"s ~bove ~ glven thr"shold are 
used in the calculation, The fin~l match candidates are the m~tche8 with the highest 
match similarity. 
Experimenlalioll 
Se\'~ral medium-sized relational schemas from the inventory domain. that w~re created 
independently, were used for the evaluation, Th~ combination m~thod used was the 
awrage wdght~d differ~nce, Th~ performancc of the ""IKI3 improvcd steadily as more 
mappings were added. The syst~m is more adapliv~ than LSD and able to learn, whcreas 
olh~,. syslems. such as CO""IA, could nOl [371. 
3.4.7 iMAP 
i\1AP, short for lIIioois .\lapping. takes schema matdung furthc:c by finding complex 
matdws l23l. Additional input consists of domain knowledge, induding integrity 
conslraints from lh~ domain and lh~ schemas, overlapping dala, and ~xkmal <.~pert 
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Figure 9: il\lA l' architecture (taken from 118]) 
Join paths an.: f(am.] before the match pmcc" is sl~11ed . The a{ch;t~ctur" is lUad~ up ('If 
(hr~" parts. as «Ilown in Figure 9. 11", match generator is respC>llsibl e for managing the 
scarch~rs, I.e. nmlchers. The sl1uilanly ~sti'nat('lr co,nbines the match scores \e> take into 
account (lther match~, th3\ were found. and domain and schema infonnatioll. Two 
evaluator llKldules are used to do thi" a l\"a',,,,, Bayes cvaiuJtor and a name-based 
evalua\c>r [18]. rhe mille-based nmtchcr lowers the match nmk if the names are not 
si,ni!a r en<Jugh. Fin".!ly, the ,natch 'J.C lecte>r uses de>main knowledge, like integrity 
constra,nts. te> che>osc the final ,natchcs. 
A ne\V feature that was intwduced by iMAP is the explanatie>n facility [l~l, which 
allows the user to kne>\1' how a match "as created, how it pass~d the evaluatie>n and 
~dcdion pm~c,~. which wmponcnts were involv~d 1ll dd~nnining (he match, and whm 
im[X'rtant assumptie>ns were made while generating the match. 
i\1AP has s~v~n SCdrch~rs, as presented in Tabk 2. Each us~s a set 01' heunstics to 











numeric and non-numeric characters and the average number of words per stored value 
can be used. 
Table 2: Current implemented searchers in iMAP (taken from [18]) 
St"lI"chl'1" Space of candidatl's Examples Evaluation Technique 
T t"xt attributt"S at thl' SOOITl' SChl'lua naml' = concat(first-Da1lll"Jast-Il.'1me) )Ialw Bayl's and bl'am ~eM("h 
Numt>l1c U~ suppltl'd matcht"S or past compl~ matcht"S Itst-pnce = pnce • (I-tax-ratl') Binning and KL divt"rgt'll('l' 
Catl'gory Attributt"S with It''Ss than t distmct vaIut"s product-catt>gories = product-types KL divt"rgt'llct" 
Schl'nta Dllsmatch SourCl' attributt> cootallling targl't <,chl'ID3 info fir<>placl' = 1 ifhous~dt"Sc has 'iir<>placl'" KL dtvet"gt'llCl' 
Uwt con\·erslon Phy<,tral quanttty attnbutes weight-kg = 1.1* nt"t-weight-pounds Propt'111es of tht" distnbuttons 
Datl' Columns rt"{'ognizl'd as ontology nodt"S birth-datl' = b-day' b-month 'b-yt>ar :\1appmg mto an ontology 
OVt'elap numt>l1c Spectfil'd by a context frel' grammar intt"rest-l'arnl'd = baIancl' * mtet"t"St-ratl' EquatIon diSCOVt'fY (LAGRAMGE) 
O\.et"lap vet"Sion ofth<> text. cat<'gOlJ·, SChffi13 misntatch and unit convet"Sion searchet"S (see Section 4 "Exploittng Domain Knowll'dge") 
In addition to heuristics, external data found in the domain may be exploited [18]. 
iMAP may mine real estate listings from the Internet to learn that the number of real 
estate agents in a specific area is bounded by fifty. iMAP can realize that if, for 
example, the concatenation of firstName and lastName yields hundreds of distinct 
names, it is unlikely to match agentName. 
An iterative algorithm is used in which only the top-k highest scoring match candidates, 
where k is a pre-defined constant, are used in the next iteration. The algorithm 
terminates when the highest scoring match candidate at the end of the current iteration is 
beyond a given threshold. 
Experimentation 
Testing was done on four domains. Schemas with both disjoint and with overlapping 
data were used. They used a top-3 matching accuracy measure, which counted the 
fraction of target attributes whose top three candidates included the correct match. 
With the schemas that included overlapping data, iMAP achieved a high matching 
accuracy of 68-92% [18]. The default iMAP setup achieved an accuracy of 58-74%, 
whilst exploiting domain constraints or overlap data further improved the accuracy by 
12-23%. By exploiting both domain constraints and overlap data, the accuracy 
improved by as much as 11 %. With the schemas that excluded overlapping data, iMAP 
achieved a matching accuracy of 62-79%. The default iMAP setup achieved an 











When discovering only complex matches, the top-1 accuracy was 50-86% for the four 
overlap domains. The default iMAP configuration achieved an accuracy of 33-55% on 
all domains. By exploiting domain constraints, the accuracy was improved by up to 
17% and by exploiting overlapping data, the accuracy improved by up to 46%. 
Exploiting both domain constraints and overlapping data improved the accuracy by 10-
64%. Finally, the reuse of previous matches improved the accuracy by 28%. 
Overlapping data improves the accuracy of the matches. Since it commonly occurs in 
real-world databases, it should be exploited more. The searchers were not able to detect 
small variations between attributes when building formulas. Either extra noise was 
added to the formulas or attributes that contributed little were left out, leaving the 
formula slightly incorrect. This did show that the searchers were very good at finding 
partial complex matches that the user could then complete. The systems took between 
five and twenty minutes to run. 
3.4.8 Summary 
All of the aforementioned systems require some form of pre-match effort from the user. 
LSD provides extensive instance-level matching. Cupid was the first to introduce 
datatype matching, which is now used by the majority of systems. Similarity flooding is 
the only system that does not require any additional input, besides the schemas. COMA 
is a composite system that contains numerous matchers. It is the only system to have 
done extensive testing (see Table 3). SemMa is the only system to use a web service 
(WordNet) as a dictionary. MKB focuses heavily on exploiting past matches. Its use of 
a Bayesian Network allows it to learn and therefore improve over time. Finally, iMAP 
is the first system to find complex matches and to provide explanations for the matches. 
All systems mentioned that the scalability of their approach is an issue and that they had 











Table 3: Overview of schema matching evaluation scores 
LSD Cupid Similarity COMA SemMa MKB iMAP 
Flooding 
Average - - - 0.89 - - -
Recall 
Average 0.82 - - 0.92 - - -
Precision 
Average - - - 0.9 - - -
F-Measure 
Average - - 0.6 0.82 - - 0.8 
Overall 
Table 4 provides an overview of the systems and illustrates several trends. For instance, 
the use of the similar neighbour assumption is common. The name matcher is very 
popular as is the datatype matcher. Of the seven systems, five combine match 
candidates using the weighted sum, whilst Similarity Flooding uses a threshold and 











Table 4: Summary of different schema matching systems 
LSD Cupid Similarity COMA SemMa MKB iMAP 
Flooding 
Date 2001 2001 2002 2002 2003 2003 2004 




Output 1:1 l:n 1:1 1:1 1:1 Unspecified m:n 
cardinality 
Number of 5 3 3 13 3 5 7 
matchers 
Structure Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
matcher 
Use similar No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No 
neighbour 
assumption 
Name Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes (No No 
matcher (custom (custom (custom (WordNet) dictionary) 
dictionary) dictionary) dictionary) 
Edit No No Yes Yes No No No 
distance 
matcher 
Datatype No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
matcher 
Instance- Bayesian None None None None Bayesian Bayesian 
level Networks, Networks Networks, 
matchers Whirl KL 
divergence 











3.5 P2P Database-Sharing Systems 
This section covers schema matching in P2P database-sharing systems. 
3.5.1 Edutella 
Edutella uses a mediated schema to represent the schemas on the network. Peers are 
required to define how their schema maps to this mediated schema manually [42]. This 
must be written in RDF, and ontologies can be used, but they only provide limited 
matching help. In addition, very few schemas are present in a format that can be directly 
used by these tools, hence the need for manual intervention. 
3.5.2 Piazza 
Piazza is a P2P database-sharing system that uses pairwise mappings to map pairs of 
peers' schemas together. Three combinations of mappings can occur [31]: 
• Pairs of peers with XML Schemas 
• Pairs of peers with RDF schemas or OWL ontologies 
• One peer having an XML schema and another with an RDF schema or OWL 
ontology 
Mappings between schemas are defined manually by domain experts [29]. The most 
popular mechanism for describing mappings in data integration is to use views [31]. 
There are two ways of using views. With the first technique, known as global-as-view, 
the mediated schema is a set of views over the data sources. The second technique, 
called local-as-view, describes the data sources as views over the mediated schema. 
This requires more sophisticated query reformulation algorithms, but offers more 
flexibility. Piazza combines and generalizes the two data integration formalisms [29]. 
3.5.3 Hyperion 
This system uses a combination of mapping tables, expressions, and functions instead of 
views to achieve data integration. All mappings are currently created manually by 
domain experts. Hyperion uses event-condition-action (ECA) rules to enforce mapping 
constraints, including mapping expressions. Views require peers to be willing to share 
their schemas and cooperate in establishing and managing queries. Such close 











unfeasible, perhaps due to resource limitations or the dynamic nature of the data 
structures [36]. 
Mapping expressions are based on the work proposed in [9], particularly the Local 
Relational Model (LRM). This model enables general queries to be translated into local 
queries, using the concept of local coordination formulas to translate between schemas. 
The model has two useful properties. It supports inference of new mappings from 
existing mappings. Mappings can also be used as constraints to identify valid and 
invalid mappings between attributes that reside on different peers [36]. 
3.5.4 BestPeer 
BestPeer uses a simplistic method to achieve schema matching. It relies on each schema 
attribute being described by keywords. For example, a peer may describe the schema 
attribute ProtSeq using the keywords protein, sequence, and number [44]. These 
keywords are then used, along with attribute names, to match attributes using simple 
string comparisons. A problem with this is that peers may describe the same attribute 
using different keywords; yet, they claim that the approach is quite accurate [41]. 
3.6 Summary 
A vast range of schema matching techniques and tools has been described. In the 
context of P2P database-sharing systems, however, schema matching is usually done 











Chapter 4: Design 
This chapter presents the overall design of Mapster; a more detailed discussion of its 
main components follows in chapter 5. 
4.1 Overview 
Effective schema matching techniques have been developed, but typically focused on 
static and controlled environments. Several issues may cause existing schema matching 
approaches to perform poorly in P2P networks, including the dynamic nature of the 
network, where peers can come and go at will. The size of P2P networks and the speed 
at which queries need to be processed makes this scaling issue important. In addition, 
there is no central authority, which makes it difficult to keep an up-to-date picture of all 
the current peers' schemas. P2P systems that have provided database-sharing services 
[42, 31, 36, 41] have focused more on what can be done once the mappings are in place 
and not on how to determine the mappings. Edutella is one of the more sophisticated 
systems, which provides many services, such as querying and caching of the mediated 
schema. It uses HyperCuP, a very efficient super-peer topology, to enable efficient 
querying. However, only limited mediation is possible using their approach. BestPeer 
offers schema matching, but this is only basic string matching that is done on attribute 
keywords, which must be supplied by the users. 
My solution has focused on these aspects and has resulted in a P2P system, called 
Mapster, which focuses on semi-automatic schema matching. Unlike other P2P 
database-sharing systems, Mapster offers a variety of schema matching functions that 
do not require domain knowledge to achieve schema mediation. The approach is not 
fully automatic as user validation is included. Determining the mappings semi-
automatically allows the mappings to be more accurate, whilst requiring less human 
effort, for example, by avoiding pre-match preparation of the databases and input from 
domain experts. Previous chapters highlighted several approaches to the various 












Mapster exploits the topology of the P2P system to make schema matching viable. I am 
not aware of any other P2P database-sharing system that has focused on the topology 
for this purpose. Mapster uses a super-peer network and clustering, according to peers' 
particular areas of interest or domains. A super-peer network was used as it provides a 
structured environment where communication is efficient. Super-peer topologies have 
become popular in newer systems, as they address the problem of efficiency within the 
network. This is important, as cooperation between peers is necessary for them to share 
lots of (meta)data effectively. Clustering peers according to their domain helps to break 
the network up into sections that are more manageable. Many systems use clustering to 
group peers with similar interests together to improve query results and processing time. 
It also helps increase the chance that peers' schemas contain overlapping data, which is 
beneficial to the schema matching process [62]. These domains are individually more 
stable than the entire network and, so, provide an environment that is better suited to 
existing schema matching techniques. 
Clustering creates domains that comprise many databases storing related information. 
However, these databases will certainly be structurally different. There are two common 
methods of handling these differences, i.e. enabling the transformation of information 
from one database to another with a different schema. This transformation ability is 
needed so that the various databases of the domain, and the network, can be queried by 
any peer, irrespective of their own database. The first method is to use pairwise 
mappings and the other option is to create a mediated schema. Both approaches have 
been used before, for example, Piazza uses pairwise mappings whilst Edutella uses an 
approach synonymous with a mediated schema. 
A pairwise mapping is a mapping from a combination of attributes in one database to a 
combination of attributes within another database [31]. These mappings are usually 
defined manually, which allows them to be accurate, but this is labour-intensive. 
Countless mappings need to be generated, as a mapping is required for every pair of 
related attributes. Nevertheless, these mappings can be used to determine new transitive 
mappings, making pairwise mappings quite flexible. A network of mappings can 











order to ddennine how peer A matches peer Z. This makes scalability and query 
processing problematic when pain"i,., mappings arc used. 
A mediated schema is a single schema th~t lS the ~mnbination of several scllt.mas 1311. 
A mediated schema can be llsed to n:present the schema, of all peers that have reLenni 
joined a domain. Fewer mapping:; need to he cre~ted when a mediated s~hema lS used, 
as the schcmas arc only mapped to a single mediated schema. \10 m~ppings nee-d to be 
defined be1\veen the peers' schemas, thlls the mediated schema appmach lS simpler and 
mOre scalable. Qm:l") processing is easier as the query only needs to be translated once 
tilr each peer, hemg from the mediated schema to the relevant peer's schema. A 
disadvantage to using mediated s.chemas is that it can be diffieult to maintain (lIl Up-IO-
date version in a P2P network if it is not implemented properly. 
Based On its ad\'~ntages, the medIated schema approach appears preferable to the 
pailWise mappings mt.1hod. A SIll)!le me-diate-d scht."ffia is maintained for each domain. 
The creation and maintel1an~e \If the medi~ted s~hema is done by the supt."T-pecrs. 
Super-peers, which are discusse-d in sedion 2.3.3, have mOre resOurCes and are mOre 
stable than nonnal l",ers are. 111is m~kes them good candidates for managing the 
mediated schemas. Each domain contains a super-peer, which ~onstructs the me-diated 
schema for the domain from the schemas of the peers that have heen connected to the 
domain. If a peer wishes to join the domain, it first communicates ",,';th this super-peer, 
which will add the new peer's schema to the mediated schema, using schema matching 
techniques. The super-peer also perfonns other functions, which are mentioned later on 
in tlllS chapter. 
Super-peers from dlf1crent domains can communicate ",,';th each other to support global 
quenes, i.e queries that are not sp"cific to any single domain. This is useful if a user 
wants to combine information From \'arious domains. For example, if a user wanted to 
know if there were any houses for sale that fell within his budget and were close to 
certain types of transport. then he would need 10 query the Propeny domain and the 
T ranspwl domain 





















f igure 10 ij)ustr~tcs a basic .\1npstcr nchl'ork. The large cird~s r~prcsm( domains . Each 
dom~ill contains a singk super-pecr, rcprcsclll~d by a hrge s'Iuu"-', und snuulnormui 
peers. represented by small circles. The thick arrows ill":lJcal~ lh~ ~()nn~ctiom b~tw~"n 
dom~ins, Consequently, both a mediated schema, which is us~d ,,·ithin a domain, and 
pairwise m~ppings. which arc used between domains, is found in Mapskr. -nli~ all"ws 
\lapstcr 10 benefit from the advantages offered by both approaches. TIw d~sign 01 th~ 
\lapstcr components is discussed in the remainder or this Chap(~T. 
4.2 Components 
The sofnl'arc that resides on c~ch .:vlapstcr peer compris~s several comfX'n~nts, which 
an: shown in Figur~ 1 I. TIw .TXT.'\ kernel, shon~ned to JK, IOrm., the i(lUndation of the 
sollwar~. [I i ~ responsihk for all P2P eonned ]vily. b<;ha\'iour and COmmllnlCatlOn 
Ahove the JXTA kernel is lh~ lopology man~gcr, shovm as 1'),,1. ·111~ super-p~er 
topology is m~n~ged by this component. Two comfX'llcnts sit on top of this one, being 
the mediated 8chenJa constructor (MSC) and the qll~ry pro~e.,s(lr (Qrl. The mediated 
sciK"J'l1a conslmcior CTeal~S and maintains lhe m~diakd sch~ma ['x a domain. It is only 











schema matcher, shown as SM. The schema matcher is responsible for determining the 
mappings between database schemas. It employs several schema matching techniques, 
coupled with user interaction, to achieve this. The query processor, which is also only 
used by super-peers, handles tasks like translating a query between a peer's schema and 
the mediated schema and generating peer-specific queries from the original query. 
Finally, interaction between the user and the Mapster is handled by the user interface. It 
allows the user to join a domain using the schema matcher, connect to a domain, view 
the mediated schema, write queries, and view results. The rest of this chapter outlines 


















Figure 11: Overview of components 
The JXTA framework is a set of open and generalised P2P protocols and primitives that 
can be used to build a P2P network [11]. It allows any connected device on the network, 
from cell (mobile) phone to server, to communicate and collaborate as peers [26]. Its 
goal is to develop the basic building blocks and services needed to enable innovative 
P2P applications. JXT A technology seeks to overcome potential shortcomings in many 
of the existing P2P systems, including interoperability, platform independence and 
ubiquity. Currently, there is a stable and widely supported Java implementation of 











JXTA was used to create the underlying P2P system, as it provided all the basic P2P 
functionality and allowed the more important aspects, like schema matching, to be 
focused on. The finer details of the JXT A kernel, including P2P communication and 
coordination, are explained in section 5.1. 
4.2.2 Topology Manager 
The super-peer topology localises network changes and reduces the effect these changes 
have on the surrounding peers. It also pushes unstable peers to the edge of the network, 
where the effects of their dynamic behaviour are minimised. Unstable peers connect at 
random times for varying amounts of time. This dynamic behaviour could cause 
considerable disruption if the peers were allowed to become super-peers, as the domain 
would have to restructure itself every time one came online or went offline. 
Section 4.1 explained that a single super-peer is used to manage a domain containing 
normal peers (NPs). A normal peer is any peer that is not a super-peer. However, having 
a single super-peer is not very robust and will not scale well when many peers join a 
domain. To address this scaling issue and the dynamic nature of P2P networks, 
replication was introduced by having several super-peers present within a single 
domain. Multiple super-peers, each with its own distinct set of NPs, also allow for load 
balancing and for fault tolerance. These super-peers all store the same mediated schema 
so that when one super-peer goes down, the mediated schema is still available. Queries 
can be distributed amongst the super-peers to achieve load balancing. Since the most 
reliable NPs are made super-peers, super-peers are unlikely to go offline excessively in 
any case. 
Section 2.3.3 gave a list of requirements that need to hold for a super-peer topology to 
work effectively. Two of these requirements are met by implementing multiple super-
peers in a domain. Firstly, redundancy is provided by replicating the mediated schema 
amongst the super-peers. Redundancy is used to avoid issues such as having a single 
point of failure, like a central sever, and improves scalability. Secondly, network traffic, 
and peer workload, during query processing is distributed amongst the super-peers. This 
is achieved as each super-peer has a distinct set of NPs. These NPs only need to query 
their parent super-peer as it always has an up-to-date copy of the mediated schema. A 











This defines how many NPs can connect to a super-peer and enforces the requirement 
that the number of neighbours for any peer must be limited. 
Control in a domain is maintained by having a certain super-peer act as the root of the 
domain. This super-peer performs the bulk of the decision-making. When peers first 
connect to a domain, this is the first peer with which they communicate. It is responsible 
for maintaining the mediated schema and distributing it amongst the remaining super-
peers in that domain. This is the super-peer that super-peers from other domains contact 
when querying that domain's mediated schema and is called the virtual super-peer 
(VSP). All super-peers present within the domain are called actual super-peers (ASPs). 
This means that the VSP is also an ASP. All ASPs are also NPs. Each ASP is-a NP and 
the VSP is-a ASP. 
Some examples of how the topology works are presented next. Figure 12 demonstrates 
the super-peer topology without super-peer replication, i.e. without ASPs, whilst Figure 
13 illustrates the topology with super-peer replication. Figure 12.a shows a domain just 
after a peer created it. Since the peer started the domain, it becomes the super-peer for 
it. This association is shown by the thick arrow. Notice that it is also an NP. The 
mediated schema is created using the peer's database. Figure 12.b shows what the 
topology looks like after more peers have joined the domain. If an NP goes offline, then 
the super-peer simply updates its list of online peers and flags the NP's database as 
offline in the mediated schema. However, if the super-peer goes offline, as shown in 
Figure 12.c by the dotted boxes, then a new super-peer must be chosen and the mediated 
schema needs to be reconstructed. The resulting topology is shown in Figure 12.d. 
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Figure 12: Super-peer topology without super-peer replication 
The examples in Figure 13 illustrate how the addition of ASPs adds a level of 












namely when the VSP is changed and when an ASP is changed. If the VSP goes offline, 
shown in Figure 13.c, then a new VSP is chosen from the existing ASPs. The new VSP 
uses its copy of the mediated schema as the new domain mediated schema. Once the old 
VSP's database has been flagged as offline in the mediated schema, the new VSP 
distributes the mediated schema to all other ASPs. This is far better than having to 
reconstruct the mediated schema, since using schema matching to construct a new 
mediated schema from all the peers' databases is time consuming. If an ASP goes 
offline, then its children NPs ask the VSP to add them to another ASP. This is shown in 
Figure 13.d, where the second NP from the first ASP connects to the only remaining 
ASP. This three-layer approach is more robust and better suited to the P2P environment. 
It reduces restructuring within the domain thus creating a more stable workplace for the 
schema matching component. 
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Figure 13: Super-peer topology with super-peer replication 
4.2.3 Mediated Schema Constructor 
d 
The mediated schema construction algorithm is incremental, which allows a database to 
be added at any point with minimal interference to the working of the mediated schema. 
The algorithm was adapted from the work done in WISE-Integrator [33]. The mediated 
schema begins empty. A database is added by taking each schema attribute and placing 
it in a cluster within the mediated schema. Clusters are sets of schema attributes that are 
semantically equivalent. A cluster in the mediated schema is analogous to an attribute in 
a schema, such as Price. Once the first database has been added to the mediated schema, 
other databases can be added following a similar procedure. However, the relevant 
cluster in the mediated schema must be found for each new schema attribute. This is 
where the schema matching techniques are used. The construction and maintenance of 











An example of how the mediated schema is constructed is now given. The following 
tables illustrate three simple, yet slightly different, schemas that have been defined for 
this example. The mediated schema is initially created from schema A. Since the 
mediated schema is empty, each attribute from schema A is put into its own cluster. The 
entries in the clusters are in the form of Schema. Attribute. The relation name has been 
left out of the tables for brevity. In step 2, schema B is added to the mediated schema. 
Schema matching is used to decide to which cluster each new attribute belongs. After 
schema C has been added, shown in step 3, one can see how the mediated schema 
represents the combination of the three schemas. Notice how a new cluster was created 
for the attribute Age and how each cluster only contains semantically equivalent 
attributes. For instance, Age was not put into cluster one, even though its stored values 
are similar to those of cluster one. 
Table 5: Schema A 
ID FName LName 
21 Gareth Louw 
22 Ben Smith 
23 John Black 
Step 1: Mediated schema is created using schema A 
Cluster 1 = {A.ID} 
Cluster 2 = {A.FName} 
Cluster 3 = {A.LName} 
Table 6: Schema B 















Step 2: Schema B is added 
Cluster 1 = {A.ID, B.Index} 
Cluster 2 = {A.FName, B.First_name} 
Cluster 3 = {A.LName} 
Table 7: Schema C 
Index Age FirstName Surname 
1 31 Lisa Blake 
2 25 Ben Smith 
3 56 Peter Black 
Step 3: Schema C is added 
Cluster 1 = {A.ID, B.Index, C.Index} 
Cluster 2 = {A.FName, B.First_name, C.FirstName} 
Cluster 3 = {A.LName, C.Sumame} 
Cluster 4 = {C.Age} 
4.2.4 Schema Matcher 
Schema matching is used in the construction of the mediated schema. In order to add a 
new database schema to the mediated schema, the mappings from the schema's 
attributes to the clusters within the mediated schema need to be defined. These 
mappings are found semi-automatically using schema matching techniques. These 
techniques allow the mediated schema to be constructed far more quickly and 
effortlessly than manually defining it. Once the mappings have been adjusted and 
confirmed by the user, they are added to the mediated schema for later use by the query 
processor. Mediated schema updates are only done when a new database joins a domain 
or when an existing database undergoes schema changes, i.e. the schema mappings are 
not lost when a peer goes offline, as this saves time by skipping the schema matching 
phase when the peer reconnects. 
The schema matcher is a composite matcher that is made up of six individual matchers. 
There are two schema-level matchers, being the name path matcher and the Similar 











the WordNet matcher, edit distance matcher and a datatype matcher. A keyword 
matcher has been used as the instance-level matcher. These matchers are covered in 
detail in section 5.4. These matchers were chosen based on the research provided in 
chapter 3. Besides some of the more complex matchers, these were the matchers used in 
the majority of the systems. The keyword matcher was used instead of a machine 
learning approach to save implementation time and reduce the complexity of the 
instance-level matcher. 
The way in which these matchers are selected, tuned and combined is specified in a 
configuration file, which is created, with defaults that can be modified for a specific 
domain, using a utility covered in section 5.4.1. In addition to allowing the matchers to 
be fine-tuned, this utility allows the match candidates to be combined in one of four 
ways: weighted sum, average, maximum, and minimum. This covers all possible 
combination methods, as described in chapter 3. The schema matching process is 















Two relational schemas 
Matcher parameters 
WordN et Edit 
Matcher Distance 
Matcher 
Apply 1: 1 match cardinality 
Apply final threshold 
Final match candidates 
Datatype 
Matcher 
Figure 14: Overview of schema matching process 
Keyword 
Matcher 
The match process is run at the VSP. The input schemas are the mediated schema and 
the new peer's schema. Each matcher runs separately to produce its own set of match 
candidates. These individual match candidates are then combined and sent back to the 
peer for validation. The peer can adjust them or add new ones. The final mappings are 
then sent back to the VSP, which adds them to the mediated schema. The new mediated 












1. Send database schema to VSP 
2. Receive match candidates 
from VSP 
Peer 3. Confirm matches and send 
U 
final mappings to VSP 
4. Add mappings to MS and 
distribute it amongst the ASPs 
Database 5. Send acknowledgement back 
to peer, to confirm that 
mappings have been added to 
theMS 
Figure 15: Schema matcher involvement in Mapster 
4.2.5 Query Processor 
Querying processing is the last step in achieving a P2P database sharing system. Once a 
peer has joined a domain and had its database added to the mediated schema, it will then 
want to make use of the resources available to it. These resources are the other peers' 
databases and there are two ways of accessing them: browsing or querying. Browsing 
forces the user to explore all the peers' databases in order to find something he wants. 
This is impractical in a large environment, such as a P2P network. Users can browse the 
mediated schema to achieve a similar effect, although the stored values of the schemas 
cannot be viewed from the mediated schema. Querying is far more powerful, as it 
allows the user to specify which schema attributes he wants to view, what range of 
values they should fall into and how they should relate to other attributes, either in the 
same database or in other databases. Queries, by default, are specified in terms of the 
peer's own database schema. If this is not adequate then the query can be specified in 
terms of the mediated schema instead. Queries written in terms of the local schema are 
preferred as the user should understand his database better than the mediated schema 
and, consequently, be able to specify a query more accurately. However, using the 
mediated schema instead can provide access to more attributes of the domain, which 
could be absent from the local schema. 
Once a query has been specified, it is sent to the peer's parent ASP. Here, the query is 
first rewritten in terms of the mediated schema if necessary. This requires the ASP to 
replace attribute names in the query by corresponding cluster names from the mediated 











specific queries, called Peer Queries, for each peer that can meaningfully contribute to 
the result. These Peer Queries are then sent to the applicable peers, which send results 
back directly to the peer that posed the query. 
4.3 Summary 
Mapster uses the concept of super-peers to structure a P2P network appropriately for 
database sharing in the presence of heterogeneous database schemas. Clustering by 
domain is used to group similar schemas together to ensure overlapping data is present 
and consequently improve the schema matching. Virtual Super-peers (VSPs) are 
responsible for semi-automatically maintaining a mediated schema for their domain. A 
chained architecture links these domain servers together. To improve fault tolerance and 
performance, each VSP has its own Actual Super Peers (ASPs) where the domain 
schema is replicated and query translation is done. Incrementallogins rather than batch 
logins was considered best for database sharing, and the VSP/ASP architecture 











Chapter 5: Implementation 
The implementation of Mapster was broken up into several parts. Each major section 
was first prototyped, allowing the concepts to be tested and refined before being 
integrated to form Mapster. The six main components of Mapster introduced in chapter 
4 are described next, along with any prototypes that were developed. 
5.1 JXTA Kernel 
The JXT A kernel is responsible for all P2P communication and functionality. Basic P2P 
operations were performed by the JXT A library, which were then built upon to offer 
functions that were more advanced. Although the functions are not complex, their 
interaction is complex and the implementation proved to require lots of work and effort; 
far more than the schema matching component. In addition to the functions mentioned 
below, JXT A also handles the login process, so that each peer can be assigned a unique 
JXTA ID. This ID is used for communication purposes. 
5.1.1 Adverts 
JXT A uses adverts to allow peers to broadcast information over the network. An advert 
is an XML document that names, describes and publishes the existence of a resource 
[25]. Two custom advert types were made for Mapster, being the Domain Advert, which 
is mentioned in 5.6, and the New VSP Advert, which is explained in section 5.2. Once a 
domain is running, the VSP will periodically update and publish the Domain Advert to 
notify other peers of its existence and status. This status includes information like the 
number of peers in the domain, subject of the domain, uptime, and the ID of the VSP. 
The ID is used to communicate with the VSP. As this status can change often, a domain 
advert is currently published every 30 seconds. A single advert with a time-to-live value 
would not suffice. The way in which it is published is handled by the JXT A Kernel. 
5.1.2 Pipes 
The JXTA library uses pipes to allow peers to communicate with each other directly. 
Pipes are communication channels used for sending and receiving messages [26]. They 
are unidirectional, so there are input pipes and output pipes. Bidirectional pipes were 
not used as they become problematic when a peer has several pipes open. Problems with 











use as they could be closed as soon as the all the data had gone through the pipe, which 
freed up the port bindings. Pipes are extensively used for all direct9 communication 
between peers. Each peer has two managers called the Output Pipe Manager and the 
Input Pipe Manager. The Output Pipe Manager is used to open pipes with other peers 
and then to send messages down the pipes. The manager is also used to test if a peer is 
online. This is done by trying to open a connection to it. If this fails after a specified 
time, then the peer is labelled as offline. The Input Manager is started as soon as the 
peer is started and uses a server pipe to continually listen for incoming pipe 
connections. This server pipe runs in its own thread so that it does not interfere with the 
normal operation of the peer. Once a connection is made with another peer, the server 
pipe will create a new pipe between those two peers and continue listening for new 
connections. 
5.1.3 Pinging 
In order to have up-to-date peer information, pinging functionality was added to the 
JXT A kernel. Research into the JXTA library showed that their solution of having up-
to-date peer information was only a proposal and not yet implemented [11]. 
Consequently, a pinging component was added to Mapster to address this. 
Peers need to ping each other continuously in order to have fresh information about the 
peers connected to them. A ping is done by trying to open a connection to the peer. The 
ping operation will timeout after 10 seconds if a connection cannot be opened. Pinging 
is done according to the topology, i.e. an NP will ping an ASP and an ASP will ping a 
VSP. The current timeout settings are as follows: an NP must ping its parent ASP every 
15 seconds and the ASPs must ping the VSP every 20 seconds. If the ASP has not heard 
from the NP after 45 seconds then it will try to ping it. If this fails then the NP is 
marked as offline in the mediated schema and is remove from the list of children on the 
ASP. The same applies to the VSP pinging ASPs. If a peer cannot ping its parent then it 
will try to ping the VSP, assuming that the parent of the peer is not the VSP. If the VSP 
is online then the peer will ask the VSP to reconnect it to the domain. If the parent was 
the VSP then the peer must cooperate with the other ASPs to choose a new VSP. This is 
9 Adverts are used to broadcast information to the entire network, whereas pipes are used to communicate 











discussed in section 5.2. These checks allow the peers to handle the dynamic nature of 
the network, where peers do come and go at random. 
Each pinging component is run in its own thread. Again, this is to prevent it from 
interfering with the normal operation of the peer. It also allows the peer to perform 
several tasks at once. If the peer is an ASP, then it will have two pinging components 
running; one to ping the VSP and another to ping the NPs connected to it. 
5.1.4 JXTA Database-Sharing Prototype 
Before topology management was implemented, a prototype system was created to test 
JXTA's ability to share databases. A custom JXTA advert type was created called a 
database advert and contained information such as the peer's ID and an outline of its 
schema. Whenever a new peer connected to the JXT A network, a database advert for 
the peer's database was published, and a copy of the advert saved in the peer's local 
cache. This allowed another peer to retrieve the advert from that peer's local cache10 at 
any time, assuming that it was still valid, as adverts contain a timestamp that expires. 
Once a peer has obtained another peer's database advert, it can use the advert to view 




I - Log onto JXTA network 
2 - Send advert of database over network 
3 - Get all database adverts 
4 - Request database data from peer using advert 
5 - Receive database data 
JXT A network 
Figure 16: JXTA database sharing outline 











5.2 Topology Manager 
The super-peers' topology managers all work collaboratively to manage what happens 
within a domain, although the VSP's topology manager is in charge. The network as a 
whole is not managed, as there is no central authority. This allows domains to be 
created and to disappear at will. The VSP's topology manager decides where new peers 
are connected within the domain so that the load on the super-peers is balanced. It 
handles replication by deciding which peers should become ASPs. 
Each peer is able to define its own ASP behaviour such that when it becomes an ASP 
and too many NPs try to connect to it, a new ASP would be created from the most 
willing NP. NP willingness to become an ASP is calculated using the peer's 
information, such as average CPU load, network behaviour, bandwidth capabilities, etc. 
This value is called the SP willingness. The user can also set a default value for the 
node's SP willingness. This value indicates if the user would like to have the peer 
become an ASP or definitely not become an ASP. However, if the peer is the only one 
present within a domain, then it will become the VSP irrespective of its current SP 
willingness. These values are stored on the ASP with the list of NPs connected to that 
ASP. 
New peers are then connected to the most accepting ASP. The degree to which ASPs 
are accepting of new peers is based on information like the current number of connected 
NPs and the maximum number of NPs that the ASP is willing to accept. This 
acceptance value can be adjusted by the user and is called NP acceptance. The VSP 
stores these NP acceptance values with the list of currently connected ASPs. 
The manager aims to build a balanced tree, where the VSP is the root and the NPs are 
the leaves. However, each ASP can adjust its NP acceptance value, and SP willingness 
values change over time for every peer. NP acceptance will only change when a user 
changes it, which is typically very rare. SP willingness, on the other hand, may change 
often, as it is a measure of the workload of the peer. These two factors often mean that 
the topology is not structurally balanced, but balanced in terms of load on the super-











The ability 10 calculate how willing a peer is to becom~ an ASP is useful in stabllising a 
domain. Since only the most willmg p~ers become ASPs, ASPs within a domain should 
be quite stable. E,-er), time a new pe~r Joms the domain, it., willmgn~ss to be an ASP is 
calculat~d, lr it is substantially more willing than an existing ASP then it replaces the 
lea,t willmg ASP_ ThIS ~nsures that the domain remains stable m th~ long lerm, by 
sacnfi~ing s.om~ stability in the short term, 
Th~ VSP is not changed unless it goes offlin~_ If th~ VSP do"s go omine then th~ ASPs 
will stop whak"cr lh~y are doing. They wi 11 eacll publish an ad \'ell, ~all~d the ,VG",,-' VSP 
Advert. whidl slores the ract that they are willing to become the new VSP. 1l also slor~s 
their SP willingne_,,_ Each ASP will 111<.'1l liskn for similar adverts from other ASPs_ 
Ever)' tim~ such an adv~rt is r~ceived [rom another ASP. the S1' willingness is 
compared to the ~UITenl ASP's SP willingness. Th~ high~r or the two is then stored 
along with that ASP', 10_ This SP wilhngness is then cmnpar~d to otller ones that are 
received in a{herts. After a gi\en amount of tim~, cllrr~nt1y set at 15 seconds, this 
process is stopped and the ASPs ch~ck th" stor"d 10 of the most willing ASP.lfth~ ID 
matdl~s an ASP's ID then it becomes the new VSP. The oth"r ASPs will then stan to 
list~n for domain fKlverts. Once they r~L~iv~ domam ad"erts iTom the new VSP, they 
can recolUlect themselves to the domain, This c(){'p"nllion ensur~s that lh~ most willing 
ASP becomes the new VS1', 
Th~ peer stams is ~onstantly updated and can be seen in the pe~r statu, panel, whidllS 
shown in Figure 17. It displays all the details oftlle peer and allows tlle user to adjust its 
SP willingness_ The limit on the number of NPs that can cOlUlect to it can also he 
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5.2.1 Super-Peer Topology Simu lator 
Before Mapster was changed to mcorporate ASPs, a 8;mulator Was created to cxaminc 
the topology creation and bcha,iour. This was pnmar;ly done to test how a super-peer 
would adjust to high 10ads.lllC simula:!or was resp(1)8;ble for the notions of SP 
willingncss and I\r ac~~ptan~e i1) order tn d~cid~ on how to adjust II.,.; /\SP, load an.d 
where to put nCw NPs. TI.,.; siml.llalor also hell",d highlight the need to slow down the 
reordering proccss of thc /\SP" Evtry lime a n~w pe~r came online with a high SP 
willingness, the domain would reslrud me. Tt was decided thm the new peer must be 
morc willing to become an i\ SP than a1) exisling ASP by 20%, before a changc is made. 
rhis hdps to redLK'~ /\SP ~hanges ,,· ithout alrectin.g the performance. 
5.3 Mediated Schema Constructor 
rhc mediatcd sch~'ma is the ~ombination of all s~hemas present in that domain. [n order 
to combinc sch~'mas, scl><---ma matching is used to tind which schema attributes are 
similar. These similar attributes are grouped togetlwr ;1) clusters. Attributes that are not 
similar arc then put into neW clus ters. Evtry ti me an attri bute is added to a du,ter in the 
mediated schema, a mapping lS stored bl:'tween. the clu8ter ~nd an object. 'll,is object 
contains infomlation neces8ary to distinguish the schema attribl.ltc [Tom all otiwr 
attribl.ll~s. It ind udes the pe~r lD. an.d thc names of the schema. rdation and attlibute. 
rhcsc mappings arc stored in a tabk called the s~hema mapping tab le, and are U8C'[ in 
query processing to link att,ibutes in the mediat~d s~hema to attribute, ;n the peer;' 
8chemas. Thi, is necessary in order to redirect qucries to tl.,.; rclevan t ["'ers. 
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The algorithm presented below outlines the mediated schema construction process. 
Once the mediated schema has been created for a new domain using the first database, 
which is explained in section 4.2.3, new databases are added by comparing each 
attribute in the database to all clusters within the mediated schema. To compare an 
attribute against a cluster, the attribute must be compared to all attributes within the 
cluster using schema matching. Schema matching between attributes is explained in 
section 5.4. The similarity scores between each attribute and the new attribute are then 
combined to represent a single similarity score between the cluster and the new 
attribute. Combination can be done by either calculating the average or by using the 
minimum or maximum score. However, using the maximum is too optimistic and too 
many clusters end up having a high similarity to the new attribute. Using the minimum 
value is too pessimistic and too few clusters, if any, are returned. Therefore, the average 
is used. The new attribute is then added to the cluster with the highest similarity. 
However, if the match similarity is zero for all clusters then the new attribute is put into 
a new cluster. The relevant mapping is also added to the schema mapping table. This 
process is performed for every attribute in the new database. Section 4.2.3 illustrates 
this process. 
For every attribute al in the new database 
For every cluster in the mediated schema 
{ 
} 
For every attribute a2 in the current cluster 
{ 
} 
Compare al and a2 using schema matching 
Combine the match probability with the cluster score 
c _max = cluster with the highest match probability 
If the match probability of c max is not 0 then 
Add al to c max 
Else 
Create a new cluster for al 











Maintenance is straightforward. Removal of schemas is achieved by marking all 
attributes from the relevant schema as offline. They are not removed to avoid having the 
peer go through the schema matching process again when it reconnects. The mappings 
are removed from the mediated schema if the peer does not reconnect after a specified 
time, currently set at a month. However, the mappings are still stored on the peer for 
any future use. Schema adjustments are done by removing the old mappings from the 
mediated schema and applying the schema addition process to the new schema 
attributes. 
The mediated schema is constructed by placing each schema attribute into the relevant 
mediated schema cluster. This may change in the future, as clusters may not contain 
single schema attributes, but combinations of them, and future schema matching 
techniques may indicate that combinations or joins of attributes are more appropriate 
than single attributes. For example, if the mediated schema had a cluster that contained 
an attribute called FullName and a database was added that contained two schema 
attributes, FName and Surname, then it would be useful to join these two attributes and 
store the result in the same cluster as FullName. 
5.4 Schema Matcher 
The schema matcher is responsible for determining how a new peer's database maps to 
the mediated schema. It uses various schema matching techniques called matchers to 
determine these mappings. There are currently six matchers used by the schema 
matcher, comprising two schema-level matchers, three element-level matchers and one 
instance-level matcher. 
The two schema-level matchers are the name path matcher and the similar neighbour 
matcher. The name path matcher constructs paths for the current schema attributes. A 
path goes from the root of the schema via the relation to the attribute. These paths are 
then compared using a lexical element-level matcher, which is either the WordNet 
matcher or the edit distance matcher. A lexical matcher is used because it is more 
flexible in finding semantic matches than a straightforward string matcher. Options for 
the name path matcher are excluding the database name and excluding the attribute 











This is useful if the attributes' names are different, but the paths are similar. The second 
matcher is called the Similar Neighbour matcher, which works as follows: if attribute A 
matches attribute B with x probability then the neighbours of A have their match 
probability to B' s neighbours increased by a fraction. This fraction is 10% of x by 
default, but can be adjusted. This matcher runs after all other matchers, using their 
results to decide which neighbours are affected and by how much. 
There are three element-level matchers. The WordNet matcher tokenises the attribute 
name and then uses WordNet to lookup all synonyms of the base form of each token. 
This is done for both attributes. Once all synonyms have been found, the similarity is 
calculated as follows [37]: 
sum of common synonyms 
name _ similarity = -----'=---.::........::=---------'=---.:'-------'---
(total _ tokens -;- 2) 
The edit distance matcher uses the Levenshtein function [15] to calculate the number of 
linguistic transformations required to tum attribute name A into attribute name B. This 
was added as WordNet cannot handle tokens that are not English words. For example, 
the edit distance matcher will work well for the two attribute names: FName and 
CustName. The last element-level matcher is a datatype matcher that uses a datatype 
compatibility table to specify how compatible two datatypes are, as in the Cupid system. 
At the instance-level, a keyword matcher extracts all words from all the stored values of 
the current attribute. The most frequent words are then compared to a similar list from 
the other attribute. A similarity value is then calculated using the number of common 
keywords found. This matcher is particularly useful for stored values that contain text, 
for example, to detect that DeptName is a better match for Dept than for EmpName. 
Whilst it can be applied to numerical data, it is unlikely to be as useful. 
All these matchers produce their own set of match candidates. Each candidate has a 
similarity score, which ranges from zero to one. These scores are then combined. The 
default combination technique used is to calculate the weighted sum. Other combination 
methods are available and are discussed in the next section. The final match candidates 











Figure 18 summarises the schema matching process. The two input schemas are pre-
processed before they are matched. Pre-processing involves tokenising all schema 
attributes' names, retrieving the base form of those tokens using WordN et, and 
calculating all the synonyms of those base words, again using WordNet. Other pre-
processing is done on the stored values to extract keywords, which are later used by the 
instance-level matcher. 
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Figure 19: Screenshot of the llser ,'alidation interface 
Figure 19 is a screenshot of the interface that presents the user with the match 
candidates. This SCreen is shol'.'TI after the VSP has proc~sscd a uscr's Join domuin 
request. rhe interface shows the user which attributes in the mediated schema have been 
mapped to his schema. The final match , imilarity is shown as a guideline as to ho\\' 
likdy the -,Y8tem cOll-,id~'8 this match to b~. A dl~ck box is provided next W Nch 
candidate to all,)", th~ U8~r to confLml th", match",s ",a8iiy. Both th", mediakd schema 
and the uscr's schema ar~ 8how·n s<) that the U8~r can ,d", w th",m wh~n ~xamilllng th~ 
candidates. lbc USer can also add missing mappings, and ~an sp~cify d' th", allrihut~ 











the user has finished wlln the match candidates, the matches are checked \ll see if all 
atlributes from the user's ",hema hav~ heen induded. The tinal matches arc 
subsequClltly sent to the VSP ~(\ that they can he added tG the mediated s~hema, 
5.4.1 Schema Matching Test Utility 
Sdu:m" malchmg lS a complex task and requires several components. This makc~ It 
dillicliit to conligurt: optimally, So a lest utility was builL 111;S enabled schema 
mal~hing to he evaluated before being included in :'Iapslcr. It is also usefu] in ](s own 
nght <IS a lItilil) for database administrators should they want to conligllrc [he matchers 
appropnatcJy for their domain. This utility allows a user to [cst how the matchers 
pertimn individually and in combination with others. All paramcl~n for each matcher 
Can b~ set. in order to improve match accuracy and execution time. Each VSP can usc 
lhis lest package, and the s.c!eetion of matchers, including their parameters and the way 
in which thev arc combined. can then be saved and used in its schema matcher 
component. 
Hgme 20 is a screenshot oftbe interlace shown before tbe ma tcb process. A user can 
specify the input sehemas and view them if necessary. He can tben choose which 
matchers to use in the match process. "I11e matchers haye been grouped according to the 
level at which they work. Each soction pro,-ides the user witb infonnation. iJlcluding 
suggested default settings. and allows tbe user to specify parameters specific to tbe 
matchers. The global settings allow the user to specify a final threshold, the 
combination method and whether or not 1: I match cardinality sbould be applied. which 
IS uSt,ful in rcdu~ing the amount of mappings returned to tbe user. 1.1 match cardinality 
means that there ,,·iIl only be one mapping for any attribute from either schema. For 
example, if tbe attribute A'ame il] schema A mapped tG XName and also YNallU.' iJl 
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Fi~ure 20: Schcma matching tcst tool: Interface sbown before Ihe lllalch process 
There ar~ filllT choices for the combmation method, hl.~ng mmimum. maximum, ~verage 
and weightlXl sum. Fib'llT~ 21 is a scr~enshot of the interface ShOWlllg (h~ weightings to 
he used. There is an as,"""atui weight tor e~ch sdectcd matcher. The dcfaull w"'ghts 
are those of the lasl execution. Th~ welghts can b" adjusted individually, or lXjualisul 
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Figure 21: Sch.cm~ matching test tool: Ex,m,ple of ,I Wl'ighting Combination 
Fif'.ure 12 is ;l8 ~reen,hot of the i "t~rbcc shown aller the match process. The final match 
c:mdidates ar~ sl"m'J1 al the (op. The u,cr can ch()ose to accept them by licking th~ 
ch~ck bo'< shown nc>.( to each match. The u!.er C'l!1 add new m:uches uSlng th" comh" 










gives a summary of the two attri but~s and a br~akuown of the ~lmilanty SWITS ~acb 
match~'T produced for that pmr. 
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Figure 22: " ,01: Interface shown after the match proce" 
The tinal predictions can be evaluated against a set of manually dcfineu matches, which 
ar~ considered It to represent tile perfect mappings benveen the two input schcmas. Four 
evaluation measures are calculated, being Recall, Precision. Overall and F-MeasuTC (sec 
section 3.3 for !heir d~finitions). n,~S~ measures are displayed in a separate dialog box 
in tabbed toml. Each tab ~orresponds to a matclll,r's evaluation scoreS. A combination 











5.5 Query Processor 
Figur~ 23 i8 a 8cr~~n~hot ofth~ query intertac~, Queries. which are specified in SQL. 
are written ill the text oox_ InfonnatiOll and ~xampJe queries are provided to help the 
u'~r_ The U8~r ~Jn 'pedj)- ifth~ query was written in tenus of his schema orin terms of 
th~ mediated s~hema u,ing the check b<.lX at the bottom. The uscr·s schema is ShOWll 
below the text box for reference pU'lJ08e" The mediated schema can be referred to 
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Once the user h~$ specified the '1ucry. it is sent to the pcd~ ASP. The ASP lh~" 
processes it <;() that P~T Qucn~' ~an be g~"~Tatcd. lfthe 'lu~'ry IS phrased in l~nns ()fth~ 
peer's schema, it InllS! tirst he rcfonn l1lakd ill tenns of the m~dimoo schema. An 
exampk of this pmc~ss is shcJ\\Ill in figure 24. It involves cxtra.::ting all attributes from 
the query_ If any attribut~s an; v..ildcanh, then all atlrihuks ""ithin (h~ relation arc 
",ideeL Th~ attnbl1tcs afl; stored ill a hash map where the key is (he onginal attribute in 
the query and the ()bj~ct " th~ dusta indn In (h~ m~diatcd sch~ma. The attrih111cs m 
the qu~ry arc then rcplac~d by these cluster indexes. l[the query was ""Tuten in lcnns of 
the m~diatoo schema then the only action is to expand allY wildcards. 
SELECT pcGplc.~, date, commission 
FRO\1 peopk, sales 




SFLECT people.name_ peopkage. date, cOlnm,'Sion 
fROM people. s~lcs 
WHFRF ~ge > 21 
Mignte to YlS 
SELECT ]11, 131.14] , ]7 ] 
fRO),,] ms 
WHERE [3J > 21 
I 
I 
Generate peer quenes 
I 
Pl ""') SELECT ll~me. age, date_ commission FRO\1 pcopk. saks WHERE age:> 21 
P2 ""') SElFCT FulI!\ame. Age FRO\l Personnel \VHERE Age > 21 
P4""') SFLECTnam~, age, salcsDdk fRONl sales WHERE age :> 21 











Peer Queries can now be generated. Cluster indexes from the query are used to find 
pcers that ... ill Ix; involvcd, i.c. that havc schema aUrihulcs thal will hc quericd_ A P~I."T 
Qucry lS tlll.TI b'l.'TlI."Tat~d lilr each such peer. Thc Pcer Quenes are sellt to th" T"k"ant 
pe~'" togcthcr ... ith the ongma1 pew's 10. Too T"WitS ar" sellt ba~k directly to the 
origllla1 pe"r using it~ Tn th<lt was s"nt ... ith the qu,,))'. 
The original pe"r ... aits for r"wlt~, as ea~h peer has its own workload and is not forced 
to r;;:spond immediatdy_ Resull~ are added to the r<lsults interface as they are received. 
Each set of results from each peer go into a ncw tab as shown in figure 25. The resulLs 
are displayed in a table. along \\ith the generated que))" that the po;:er proccssed. Thc 
peer's name is used as the tab namc to identi!,y which pecrs n;tum~d which results_ If an 
error occurred thcn the message is ShO\\11 where the lable woulU hav~ he~ll displayed 
Pecrs that do not rcply with results to their Pcer Querics do not aff~ct the workmg oftlw 
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Fig;ure 25: Results inlcrfucc ror the query "SELECT ~ FROi\1l\JS" 
As re,ults ur" revelved at random, it is inappropriate to combine them mto u smgle lable 
for di,play purposes. Som" s~h"'l1a atlributes mel) not be the same. or even "xis!, al all 
peers and combining them may not always make sense. For "xaml'le, the dalal YVcs may 
be dil1erent or (he fOlma! of the stored valu"s may be different. Keeplllg the results 
separate alw gives th" ability 10 show "hich pcers contributed which re,ults. This helps 











5.6 Current System 
All of the components discussed above have been used in some way to implement 
Mapster. The fully integrated system works as follows: The first task a peer has is to 
connect to the network. This requires the user to specify his database and to then log 
onto the network to obtain a unique ID for the peer. The peer then needs to find a 
domain to join. Assume for now that this is the only peer in the network, it will have to 
create a new domain. This means that the peer will become the VSP and that the 
mediated schema will be the same as the peer's schema. Once the domain is running, 
the VSP will periodically create and publish a domain advert describing the domain. 
The VSP is now able to accept new peers and process queries. 
Now assume another peer logs onto the network. It will also want to join a domain. By 
being connected to the network, the peer's JXTA Kernel is able to listen for domain 
adverts. Let us assume the peer joins the domain created by the first peer. The peer can 
extract the ID of the domain's VSP from the selected domain advert. It uses the ID to 
send ajoin domain request, along with its schema12, to the VSP. The VSP will then use 
the schema matcher component to match the peer's schema to the mediated schema. 
The match candidates are then sent back to the peer for user validation. The confirmed 
matches are sent back to the VSP, where they are added to the mediated schema. The 
topology manager then decides where to put the peer. Since this is only the first peer to 
join the domain, it will be added as a child of the VSP. In a larger domain, it would 
have been added to the most accepting ASP or as an ASP. Note that schema matching 
and validation occurs only when the peer first joins a domain, as the mappings are saved 
for future connections. 
The above process is illustrated in Figure 26. The sequence of work is shown on the left 
of the diagram. The text in brackets after each point indicates which component is 
responsible for that step. JK stands for JXTA kernel, TM means topology manager, 
MSC is the mediated schema constructor and SM the schema matcher. The reference to 
GUI in step 6 indicates that the interface plays the major role there. 
















1 - Log onto network UK) 
2 - Get domain adverts UK) 
3 - Create new domain 
- Upgrade peer from NP to VSP (TM) 
- Create MS and SMT (MSC) 
- Periodically send out a domain advert UK) 
OR 
3 - Join domain (send database) (MSC) 
4 - Receive match candidates (SM) 
5 - Send confirmed matches to VSP (GUI) 
JXT A P2P network 
Mapster 
software 
6 - Be added to an ASP or upgraded to an ASP (TM) 
UserB 











Chapter 6: Experiments 
Three aspects of the system were tested, being the schema matching, the P2P 
architecture and the usability of the system. The tests aimed at checking the viability of 
the Mapster approach to schema matching in P2P environments. The results are 
presented in the next chapter. These experiments evaluated the final system; earlier 
testing was done during development and is not discussed here. 
6.1 Schema matching 
Thirty-two databases were used in the final schema matching evaluation. These were 
created independently by students in a third year database course. All databases relate to 
details about university courses and students. Each database typically had between three 
and four relations, and an average of 14 attributes. The general similarity between 
database schemas was about 75%. Since the databases had been created by students for 
a tutorial and not for real-world use, some of the stored values had to be cleaned and 
adjusted so that they contained meaningful information. This is highlighted in Table 8 
and Table 9. Table 9, unlike Table 8, contains student names that are fake and unlike 
real-world values. This will not confuse the matchers, but the keyword matcher will not 
be as accurate as it should be. Since the focus of this research was not purely on schema 
matching, but rather on its integration in P2P systems, one thorough evaluation based on 
one set of independently created databases was sufficient to determine if Mapster's 
matching was good, fair or inadequate. 
Table 8: Example relation, called StudentDetails, from one of the test databases 
studentNo name yearStarted Res courseCode credits 
Whtpet001 Peter White 2001 Caravan Park MAM143H 12 
Grygar019 Gareth Grey 2001 Westside CSCllOF 3 
Blcfra012 Frank Black 2002 Caravan Park CSC121S 6 











Table 9: Example relation, called Data, from another test database 
student no Name course mark symbol credits -
1 V MAM111S 23 F 1 
2 W MAM222X 45 FS 3 
3 X CSC100W 66 2+ 4 
4 Y CSC100W 78 1 12 
5 Z CSC100W 56 3 7 
The schema matching test package was used to perform all evaluations. Each matcher 
was first configured using six databases in pairs. Each pair was used as input for each 
matcher resulting in a set of three iterations. Each set was used to test a change in the 
parameters. Once the best parameters had been chosen, the matchers were run against 
the remaining 26 databases. This resulted in each matcher being run at least 16 times, 3 
times using the default parameters and 13 times using the fine-tuned parameters. Four 
evaluation measures, being Recall, Precision, F-Measure and Overall, were calculated 
for each iteration. These measures are explained in section 3.3. 
The combination of matchers was then tested. The matchers were combined in one of 
four possible ways and run against a set of six databases. The combination was done by 
taking the minimum, maximum, average or weighted sum. These combination methods 
are explained in section 5.4. The best combination was then run against all databases to 
calculate average evaluation measures. In total, about 140 iterations were done. 
6.2 P2P Architecture 
To test the P2P system, a trace facility was added to record data that related to several 
tasks, including logins, reconnections and querying. Login time was measured from 
when the peer selected a domain to when it could start to query that domain. 
Reconnection time was the time taken for an online peer to reconnect to the domain 
when its parent or the VSP went offline. Query time was split into two categories, being 
simple queries and complex queries. Simple queries only contained "select from" 
clauses, i.e. attribute projections, and complex queries were all remaining ones. The 
recorded data included completion times for the given tasks and domain information, 











Updated domain information was propagated down from the VSP to the ASPs using the 
ping managers. Every time the VSP received a ping from an ASP, it replied with the 
current domain statistics. The ASPs in tum forwarded the information onto its peers in a 
similar fashion. Each peer saved these times in its own XML file. 
A settings file for each peer controlled the testing so that human interaction was not 
required and would therefore not affect the results. This included bypassing message 
boxes and handling the login process in code. SP willingness values were also set in the 
file so that specific executions of the network could be tested. Schema matching was 
automated using the best parameters obtained from testing the schema matcher. The 
testing system changed the network randomly, with different peers coming and going, 
and different peers becoming the VSP, etc. 
Testing the P2P network was tedious and only a selected number of tests were run from 
many possible tests. Due to limited resource availability, testing was done on four 
machines, each running between three and five instances of Mapster, on a LAN, and no 
tests were run longer than two hours. This resulted in a network of 17 peers each using a 
different database, which were the same that were used in the schema matching tests. 
The network ran at IOOMbps and the machines all had P4 processors with 
approximately CPU speeds of 1.6GHz, and 256Mb RAM. Each test was run five times. 
6.3 Usability 
Mapster and the schema matching test package were also tested for usability. During the 
design and implementation stages, walkthroughs and workflows [27] were drawn up to 
visualize how a user would use the system. These provided a basis around which the 
system could be created. Once implemented in the JXT A database sharing prototype 
and the schema matching test package, a pilot study [35] was done to test how effective 
these interfaces were and to streamline future testing and development. This study 
highlighted problems in the schema matching test package. The focus of the test 
package had been to provide the user with access to all the matchers and the necessary 
parameters. This was changed to make the interface more intuitive to a first time user. 











After the final implementation, usability tests were conducted, including direct 
observation [48] and questionnaires. After the experiment, which involved performing 
several tasks using Mapster and the schema matching utility, each user was given a 
questionnaire to fill in. Twelve users were involved, with the first half being computer 
scientists and the second half being users with average computer ability. The first half 
was asked to test both the schema matching utility and Mapster, whilst the second half 
only tested Mapster, since the schema matching test package is aimed at database and 
system administrators. 
Testing the schema matching utility was done by asking the users to select any two 
databases from a collection of available databases and then to match them. Matching 
was performed three times. The user first used a predefined combination of matchers, so 
that the ease of use of the user interface could be tested. The second task asked the user 
to choose their own combination of matchers. This tested how well the users understood 
the capability of the package from its interface. The last task asked the users to refine 
the parameters for the matchers that they chose in task two. This tested how well the 
interface supported this task and if the information, presented with each matcher, was 
sufficient. 
The testing of Mapster was more involved. It required the users to perform several tasks 
and fill out a questionnaire. The questionnaire has been included as Appendix 1. The 
questionnaire was drawn up using guidelines from [27] and explained what the test was 
about, what Mapster is, and some of the concepts used in the system. It also contained 
the tasks the users had to perform. Tasks ranged from joining the domain to simply 
querying the domain. Joining the domain involved selecting an appropriate domain and 
then confirming the mappings that were determined by the VSP. The user's database 
had been chosen beforehand to ensure that the user had to adjust some mappings, 
confirm some, and add some new mappings. This tested all aspects of the Join Domain 
interface. The task descriptions were kept very brief, such as "join the University 
domain", so that the user had to figure out the steps. This tested how intuitive the 
interface was to use. Feedback was gathered during the execution of the tasks using 
direct observation [48]. The questionnaire, completed after the tasks, asked the user to 











was missing, what improvements could be made, etc. The last question, which asked the 
user to give an application of the system, tested how well they understood the system 











Chapter 7: Findings 
This chapter covers the findings of the experiments described in the previous chapter. 
The first section examines the results of the testing done on the schema matching 
component, including how well the individual matchers performed and the combination 
thereof. The results of testing the P2P architecture is then presented in section 7.2, 
followed by the results of the usability study. 
7.1 Schema matching 
The schema matching utility produces mappings with m:n cardinality. This means that 
the system may produce several mappings from an attribute in database A to different 
attributes in database B. For example, Name in database A may be mapped to both 
Fullname and CName in database B. This can be useful in providing the user with a 
choice of mappings, but can also confuse the user by providing too many options. It 
therefore improves the Recall value, but at the expensive of Precision; see section 3.3 
for an explanation of evaluation measures. Therefore, only mappings with 1: 1 
cardinality were produced like other systems [25, 40, 22, 59], for the final tests, so that 
the best results from the matchers were evaluated. 
The performances of the individual matchers are now discussed, followed by the 
combination of matchers. Scores used in all figures are the result of 16 tests of the 32 
databases. Each figure displays the minimum, average and the maximum scores 
observed for each evaluation measure. The minimum score is the worst observed value 
in all tests, whilst the maximum is the best observed. The average is the average 
evaluation score calculated from all tests. 
7.1.1 Schema-Level Matchers 
Name Path Matcher 
This matcher compared paths of attributes by using one of two lexical matchers, being 
the WordNet matcher or the edit distance matcher. In tests, the WordNet matcher 
performed better than the edit distance matcher did. The edit distance matcher worked 
well when 1: 1 match cardinality was not applied, but returned too many candidates 











especiaJly OY~raIL ExclUSlOn K>nm could bc specificd, sueh as e.~cluding th<' sch<'l"na 
name or the attribute nam<', The inaial te'ling ,howed that no tenn should b<' excluded. 
Thc results from 16 tests on the 32 univer"t" databases arC ,hown in figure 27. The 
mateher achieved an averag<, Ov<'rall score of O.n and an avcrage Prcei"on ofO.64 . 




n<"e re,ult, arC not a8 high as they should be, becausc of the relation names that were 
used. For example, son"" databa,c, had relations with namC, such as luhlel and temp J 
Exploiting rdmional Lon~lraint8, ,u~h as keys, would help, as bener and more detailed 
path> could be neated and u,cd 111 the analysis. 
Similar Neighbour Marcher 
This matcher was difficult 10 test, as it us<'s lhe results of other mat~hcrs a, 1l1put to it, 
own match pro~ess. \Vhcn rc,ults werc obtained, thcy altcmated between remming far 
100 many rcsults Or nOnC at all . This was eaused by the databases lacklllg composite 
attributes, such as Address, whieh is usually made up of several atlribut<'s, including 
sireer flumba, slrerl flame, suburb. <'Ic . Match similaritks would propagak amongst all 













Justified. ThlS makhcr would be useful with more compkx ,~hema,_ which would be 
more deeompmed. S,milaritie, would then he con-eetly propagated al1d ol1ly the 
appropriate attribuks would be lTlvolvtd. Th" matcher was not used in the final 
combin:llion of m:ltchers 
7.1.2 Element-Level Matchers 
Word"'", Jiarcher 
This wa, the second be,t matcher. Tlle ol1 ly p:mlmeter th:lt can be set is the option of 
including aJl tokens in the comparison_ including non-English tokens that calUlOt be 
m.ed by the Word)1et dictiOl1ary Initial test, showed th:lt all tokens ,hould be il1cluded. 
The re,ults in Figure 28 show that the matcher performs con,istently well. The :lverage 
Overall score was 0.29 :md aver:lge Prcci"(ln 0.7. 







Figu re 28; Word.'let '\l atche r Evalulltion Scorc~ 
\lany systems usc a name matcher. as the attribute name should be the primary 
inih"ator of the meaning of the a11l'ibme. This makes it :In e,sel1tial m:ltcher to get 
correct. The Wordl\'et dictionar)" W:lS useful. but should be complemented wilh a 











handle , uch words and tiles.: were quite COmmOn in ill" lest schema;;. The match~r 
would p<.>ffonn far better if all words could be analysed, th~rd()rc Ih" additional source 
\\ould be us~fuL 
Edi, /)i.~run "i.' Marcher 
l he edit distance matcher pcrt()ml00 P<)()rly, as shown in Fib'Ure 29. wher" th" 
minimum Overall was -0.25. The onl> parameter lhat could be set was to specIfy if the 
attrihmc name should b~ IOkefllscd. This was shown to pcrfonn worse than just 
comparing the whole aUrihute n1im" and was therefore not used. 'I he matcher scon:d un 
average Overall ofO.l)6 und an averag(; Prcc;wm 01'0.54. 
Evolu. tio n Mo"' '''. ' 
Figure 29: Edit Dj,tance l\latchcr E, aiuation Scores 
Th~ summar> lable 1<1 the end of chapter 3 shows that only two systems have used Ihis 
matcher and that the more n::ccn( SYStCillS have not used it. The poor pe110mmnce 
experienced here explains why this matcher has not become )){Jpular. 
Dalat),pe Matcher 
The datatypc matcher requi red lilt, of pre-match dl(,rt to set up the datatype 











oth~r typ~ that WaS considered compatible to it. lblS resulted in mer 40 cntri~s. During 
th~ pr~-mateh setup of the databases, it was evident that the database creators did not 
care about datatyp~s as most attributes were simply specified as t~x(ual attribUl~S, While 
II " likely that datatyp~s might be bcttcr specified in a r~al-world databas~ "h~r~ data 
"<llidity IS cruclUl, m practie~ this mateh~r is not \'eT)' applieabl~, as <I datatype oiien 
Ellis to ",!led th~ octual typ~ of data. Th~ r~sults in Figur~ 30 illustrat~ how llltl~ this 
match~r contributed. The minimum (h~rall was -0.12. whilst the av~r.lge WaS -0,03, 
Th~ n~gati\'~ a\' erag~ indicates thatll would be more work to corr~et the mappings this 
matcher ProdUL~d than to d~termin~ them manually. The aV~r.tge Precision was 033. 
"r--------------. 
' ''1-------------1 
' ''' 1------------------------------------1 
'cl-------r-.------I = --.--;;;;;;;"""" j '"'' 1------------------1 . A'o'C<a90 I 
, _____________ -Ilm'-O.Xim.rn 
, :10 1-- ------ r 
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''' '"-------------' 
E..ruo'_ M • • • ", .. 
Filo:ure 30: Datatrpe matcher c'-aluation sco~e~ 
Pre,i ous systems [59. 40J haye found that the datatype matLh~r should h~ve a It", 
weighting towards the final match score This j, contiml~d by these results. 
7.1.3 Instance-Level Matcher 
Keyword Malcher 
"lhis matcher pcrfOlmed surprising well. CQnsidering how small the stud~nts' dal<\bas~s 










the Wordl\d matcher. The main parame(cr defincs the threshold for what is considered 
a key"wrd and what is consider~d noise. 'TIll.' numrn.--r of time;; a token appear~d was 
di,id~d by (hc total number of tokens to caleulat~ (he frc'!ucncy of this token from th~ 
attribut~'s stored value" If this frequency ,",'as hIgher than (hc gi,cn thre;;hold then it 
was considered a keyword, This threshold was set at 5%. Initially it wa, set at 25% but 
this was too high and too many keywords were ~xdudcd from the comparison. The 
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Fi!!urc J]; Kc~w"rd m"tcher evaluation scores 
.M .... rrum 
. A'",. ge 
OM""","",, 
The good performance of this matcher highlights how much information is availahle in 
the stored values and that schema matching systems should focus on exploiting them 
more, Furore systems should look to add at least onc type of instance-level matcher. 
Machine learnIng matchers should he fOCUi<cd on a~ most exploit past matches and they 
often perfoml well. If an inSlanec-le,el matcher is used with other match~rs then the 











7.1.4 Combined Matchers 
The mat~hers muld be comhined by ~aklilating the average or the weighted sum. or by 
taking the minimum or ma>.imlUll, 01' the ",;ores Ii-om all the mat~hers. The last tv.·o 
options reriilfllled roorly in initial tests and WL>J"e not mdllded in further tests, 
Calmlating the average is a special caSe or cakulating the welgllted sum. where the 
weIghts are all equaL 
Figure 32 illustrates three ~ombmation methods that were tested. The scores shown are 
averages Irom 16 tests. \Veighting I used the lilliowing weights' 50% li)r the keyw'ord 
lmltcher, ](1% li>l' th~ WordNet matcher, 10':\'(, li)[ the name ralh matchL>J" and 5% for 
hoLh the datat:rJlt' matciler and edll distance mat~hers_ These weights were based on the 
p"rfonTIan~e or the ind i,-idual matchers, The keyword matchLT was welgllted heavily. 
whi! st weaker makher." such a" the edit di,t"nce mat~her. were £1 ,-en very low welgllts. 
\Vel ghling I p~riimned worSe than the a vcrage option. The results 0 I' Wei ghting I were 
used to ~reate a new weighting called Weighting 2, whicil used the lilllowmg weights: 
45% tilr the keyword mat~her. 45% li)r the WonlNet mal~her. 'md 5% fi)r the nlllne path 
makhL>J", This comhination did away with lmne<;essary matchers and in~reased the 
weighting of the \Vord\let matcher, This was done to allow the system to handle 
altrihllles that had slored ,-a]lleS that Were not similar, eVI:I1 though the attJ;butes were 
semanli~ally equi;-alenl. Weighting 2 rerlimned the hest with ,m average Overall 01' 
0041 and an avcrage Precision of 0,7 L The various cvaluation measures lor Weighting 2 
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Flgllrc ;tl: F.,·~luu ' i()1I S,'ore. ror the Combination of l\lattbcr~ 
Av~ragc Precision shows that the ~chema makh~r wrr~cll)' Jdcd~c.1 Q,ocr 70"10 of tbe 










average Overall value of 0.4 is lower than other rcc~nt schema matching systems [23, 
22.401. which score between 0.6 and 0.8. The best Overall score was O,Sz. which waS 
als.o th" Overall achieved by COMA. Unfortunately. only t()ur of th~ ~k\'en SyS(L'll'S 
described in chapkr 3 have tested thdr syst~ms using olle or more of the sch~ma 
matching ~\'aluali()n meaSUreS. In addit]()n, the syst~ms uSe different test schema,_ Th;" 
makes it difficult to compare scores and performance. However, r"c~nt sch~ma 
matching systems are dedicated to Improving schema matching and employ SOme va) 
sophisticated techniques to determine the matches. Therefore, this system did llot do too 
badly wnSld~nng that lb.." work explores the usc of sch~ma matchmg in a p~r system, 
and hence studi~s t)1lical rCJlr~s~ntative matching l~chniqu~s rather than att~mpting to 
b~ compld~ or break new ground in schema matching JX-'r se. We concludc from the 
~xp~riments thm the schema matcher performed more than adequately and served its 
purpose as a rCJlr~s~ntmive of semi-automated schema matching. 
7.1.5 Time 
Although fast sch~ma matching was not a goal of this work , times wcre r~corded to 
compare matchers accordingly. V~ry f~w systems r~port cxecution time and so it 1S not 
well known how last c'<1sting s<:hcma matchcr" are. 
figure 34 illustrates how fast thc match~rs us~d in \iap,;er were. Th~ test datooase' 
wer~ 'mall. t :>l"cal ly contaInIng about 15 attributes and about 1200 stored \'alu~s : 
nevertheless these time, are rdati\dy ta"t. Th~ kcyword mateh~r is slow. as it must 
analyse all stor~d \'alues. Th~ name path matcher 1S slow, as it must con,truct the 
schema path for ~ach "chema attributc. The combInation is considerably slow~r than 
individual matchers are. Th" can be 1mpro\'~d by running each matcher In its own 
thread. particularly a' match~rs oft~n nced to wait for data to be read from disk. Th~ edit 
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Figure 34: Execution Times of the Different :'IbtchH Configurations 
7.2 P2P Architecture 
Figur~ 35 ;llu5trat~s how the mediated schema wlthm a domain grew as th~ numher or 
peers conn~cted to th:1l domain, increased . .Each peer's database contam~d about 14 
attributes and the 17 p"~rs had a ~ombincd total of over 220 attributes. n,~ fi gure 
illustrates how welllh~ mediated schema scales as it only contained 26 dusters a fter all 
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.Figure 35: Mediated Schema "s. Peer Count 
Although the testing of the schema mat<:her~ W,IS done using the schema matching 
utility, it W,IS noticed when using the ~chema matcher in the P2P network thm the 
quality of the proposed m<lppillg> improved noticeilbly. The chance thilt it new attribute 
matched the appropriate ciu,ter improved ii, the nwnber of attribute, within the clusters 
grew, 
It wa, found that the times used b)' the pll1g managers needed tweaking. The time u,ed 
by the nonnal p<l~rs (0 ping their ASPs wa~ t()O frcqlLL'Tlt ,md was ~hanged from 15 to 40 
s~cond,_ ThlS was due rm two rLasons. The)' w~rl' mitially set too low, but as th" 
nlLnlOCr "r pL~r' within a domalll illcrca~~d, 11 w," ~vidLnt thL 'U~,-pCL" rLquir~d 
more time. A time or 40 seconds should suffiec lor large domains. 
Testing the P2P network e:<:amined how fil"t w"ks were performed. The three main t,lSks 















[.ogln lim~ i~ th" lim" lak"" from when a peer selects a domain to when he can queryi!. 
PeerSJolnlng a domalll for th" lirstlime are nOllimcd, sO that the time taken to perfolm 
schema matching did not all'en th" test. The login [!TO~eS~ was fast, with the average 
being just O\'eT thre~ s"LOnd~ and lh~ maximum heing under 10 seconds. Figure 36 
shows th~ 10glllS tim~s tilr a pe~r LOunt of [7. lb" h'faph slarts "iith a peer counl of two 
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Figure 36: Login Time \s. Peer Count 
The login lime appears to be linear. The constant increase is because the VSP must 
malclJ the new schema to an increasingly higher numher of attributes in the medialed 
sclJema. The VSP mml then Uelelmine the besl place for the peer within the domain 
a~00ruing to lhe topology manager. This may involv ~ upgrading the pe"r to a supcr-
peer. which can be noticed in the graph. The lime taken for lhe 17'" peer to join IS longer 
as it must change into a super-peer. This is caused by the value defining how accepting 












QU~Ty time is mcasunil [tom wh~n th~ peer s~nd, the query (0 when it receives the 
results [tom all peers that were involved in the qU~""1")'. Figure 37 illu,(rates the (im~ 
taken for each type of qucry. There is not much dinerenee hetween (he qU~Ty type,. 
indieating (hat the cxeeution times do not depend on the type of query hut rath~r th~ 
pe~rs and th~ network. In addition, complex querks are mOr~ speeinc (han slmple 
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Figure 3H illustrates the dilTcrcnee In query times bCtv.'CCll the types ofpcers that initiate 
th~ query. Sup""-pecrs get the results far SOOner than rKlmlal peer, do. On average. 
nonual peers wait nearly twice as long for all rcsults. This difference is causcd by the 
fact that the super-peers have a copy of the mediated schema ",'ith (h~TIL A nonnal p~cr 
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Figure 38: Quer," tim~~ ,, ~. t,vpC orpen that initiat~d query 
7.2.3 Reconnecting 
When a super-peer goe8 offl ine, all its children must r<,conn",,!. Either a nonl1ai peer'8 
parent g{)~8 offline or the VSP goes omi,,~_ If a parent ;;up<;rr-peer goe;; down then the 
peer just renmnects. Ifth" VSP gc>es down then the prc><:ess takes at least 10 seconds, <18 
all the ASPs mU81 !irst decide on a ne\V VSP and all ASPs must then conn",,\ to the new 
vsp, 
Figure 39 displays the time takL11 for peers to rCCOlmcct to a domain when their parent 
super-peer goes online. 1be times are faster than login times, as the p.::cr only needs to 
a~k the VSP lor a new location within the domain. The peer's schema j, already 
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liig:ure 39: Rccon ncclioll Time H. Peer C()lln l 
Th~ ~l1~Ce~~ of these results is dIfficult to determine. It i~ unclear what typical 
perfonnUllce;8 for J Pll' datobasc-3hanng system. Other I'2l' d<lt<lb~se-sharing iiystcms 
either have not performed similar tests Or have not ptlblJ~hed r~~lll(.s. 
7.3 Usability 
Five of the six users found the schema matching ksllllil,ly ""8)' to use. The t~sks were 
completed CJ8ily and all U8el'S wldcrstood what the intcrla~~ allowed a u~e]' to do. Only 
thre~ u~er~ read about each matcher. ill the infonnaliol1 panel~. hdore U~illg them. The 
()ther~ ~lInply fidd l ~d with the values until the results improv~d_ Olle ~llggested Ih<lt the 
inter/ace u~ed to disp]~y the determined lllapplllgs he r~pla~ed hy an interface that 
shows th~ two dataha.s~·s sch~mas and lines linking the determined makhes This 
would e~sily show whieh aUributc~ had h~en mapped Jnd to where they m~ppcd. 'lew 
ll1apping~ could then he dngged from one schema to the other. This interiJce would 
retl"ire a lot of work to implement and it is unclcar whcth~r all users would prefer it.. so 
it was lell j(,r ti Ltllr~ inv~"1.igation_ Another user suggested using colour to d~note how 
simdar attributes were_ For eXJll1pk, red would indicate matchcs with score>; below 











table containing the results can be sorted according to score and so this colour was not 
needed. In addition, adding colour would add another item that the user would have to 
remember when checking the mappings. This change was omitted to keep the interface 
simple. 
Feedback on Mapster resulted in several changes being subsequently incorporated, but 
most changes were simple, like changing captions to be more user friendly. For 
instance, the mediated schema was renamed the domain database. More information 
panels were added, especially in the query interface, and the domain joining process 
used a wizard that followed a step-by-step procedure. Three of the twelve users found 
the domain joining interface tiresome to use. They found it tedious to check mappings 
and add new ones for all attributes in their schema. The users did find it very useful to 
have their database shown alongside the mediated schema when adjusting the mappings 
produced by the schema matcher. The mediated schema was displayed using a table, 
where a cluster was shown as a column. The rows made up the attributes that mapped to 
the various clusters. It may be beneficial to include stored values in this display as well. 
It is uncertain how to achieve that. When told about the idea to have a graphical model 
where mappings could be created by dragging attributes from schema A to schema B 
(discussed in the previous paragraph), seven users thought that would be easier to use 
than the current interface. 
Finally, five of the non-technical users did not find the query interface easy to use. They 
found it tedious to write out the SQL queries. They said that they would have preferred 
an interface similar to the query-by-example interface used in Microsoft Access [60]. 
That interface allows a user to drag attributes from the schema on to a table, which 
represents the final query. Some constraints can be added to the table by specifying 
them below the attribute in the table. On the other hand, some SQL queries cannot be 
written using this method and require text input. A future implementation should have 
the options of the query-by-exarnple or text input to cater for all users and types of 
quenes. 
During the experiments, it was observed that eight of the twelve users did not read the 











summary given in the questionnaire and the interface sufficient to allow them to figure 
out what to do. Users also found subsequent use of Mapster very straightforward, 
particularly the fact that they only needed to adjust the mappings between their schema 
and the mediated schema once. 
7.4 Summary 
The schema matcher performed well and was sufficient for use in Mapster. Adding 
another instance-level matcher would help improve that component. The use of super-
peers and a mediated schema within a domain made the schema matching process 
efficient and robust. Times captured during testing show that the P2P architecture scales 
well, at least for the number of peers used. The usability testing showed that the schema 
matching utility was easy to use, whilst Mapster required a few minor changes, which 
have since been implemented. The mapping interface used in the schema matching test 
utility and the domain joining interface could be changed in future to use a graphical 











Chapter 8: Conclusion 
This chapter summarises the work presented in this thesis and suggests some avenues 
for future research. 
8.1 Summary 
A few P2P database-sharing systems now exist [3, 29, 41, 42]. This research explored 
aspects of P2P database-sharing systems that need attention, specifically better 
mechanisms for coping with schema differences. Matching of attributes across different 
database schemas should be automated as much as possible. The user interaction 
component, required to confirm or alter the mappings produced by the schema matching 
process, should provide an easily usable interface, which explains how matches were 
determined. The maintenance of schema matches as peers join and leave should be 
efficient and effective, as should the use of this information when querying remote 
databases. 
This research first investigated P2P database sharing systems and schema matching 
mechanisms. Mapster was built to provide a P2P environment that is suitable for 
existing schema matching techniques. The system uses a super-peer topology to break 
the P2P network up into more stable sections. These sections are based on the peers' 
areas of interest or domains. These domains contain a mediated schema that is created 
by the super-peers using the schema matching techniques. The construction of the 
mediated schema can be done as the peers join the network, which allows matching do 
be done before a query is posed, thus speeding up query processing. Clustering 
according to the peers' area of interest should ensure that the shared schemas contain 
overlapping data, which has been shown to be very useful in improving schema 
matching accuracy [7]. Testing showed that the approach is viable and that the system's 
usability, schema matching ability and performance are very promising. 
Previous systems have used either pairwise mappings, which do not scale well, or 
global mediated schemas, which can be impractical if there are many databases and/or 
database overlap is low. Hence, Mapster has domains or areas of interest with their own 











schemas allows queries to be answered far more easily and quickly than is the case 
when pairwise mappings are done. As far as I can ascertain, Mapster is the combines 
mediated schemas with pairwise mappings and to focus on the network topology to 
enable effective semi-automated schema matching. It is also the only P2P database-
sharing system to provide a range of configurable schema matching techniques and a 
graphical user interface, which gives details of the matches identified and facilitates 
manually altering these. Super-peers make mediated schema maintenance scalable, 
which is important in P2P networks where there can be any number of peers present at 
any time. 
8.2 Future work 
The following section covers some of the more important concepts that should be 
researched in future. 
8.2.1 Additional Schema Matchers 
Mapster provides a complete system that performs schema matching and database 
sharing. It does not focus solely on schema matching. The schema matching component 
lacks a powerful instance-level matcher and the ability to learn from past matches. 
Bayesian networks [40] are the preferred machine learning approach to analysing stored 
values within a database [25]. When stored values are in raw form, this may take too 
long. An alternative is to convert the stored values into patterns, whereby, for example, 
the letter n would replace numbers, and strings would be replaced by the letter s. For 
example, the entry crouse@cs.uct.ac.za would be converted into the pattern s@S.s.s.s. 
This will allow for faster processing without much loss of precision. 
Several recent systems [18,25,37] have begun to focus on past matches and exploit this 
information to determine new matches. Not only can new matches be determined or 
learnt, but new acronyms, jargon and abbreviations can be compiled from previous 
mappings. One such approach could be to create a collection of acronyms using past 
mappings and combine it with a web service. One such web service could come from 
www.AcronymFinder.com. which contains a vast collection of acronyms and 
abbreviations. However, one of its developers said that they are unwilling to make this 











8.2.2 Interface for Schema Matching 
More research needs to be done on how best to present mappings to users, either for 
viewing or for adjusting. Using graphical links to represent mappings between two 
schemas is one possibility. If these links could be manipulated to change mappings and 
to add new ones then it might ease post-match effort required by the user. Clio [67] is a 
system that focuses on mapping creation through the user interface and has several 
features that could be useful in addressing this issue. 
8.2.3 Indexing and Caching 
Performance, especially for querying, was better whenever a super-peer initiated the 
query rather than a normal peer. This was because the super-peers had a copy of the 
mediated schema with them. If the mediated schema was cached in more places then 
query processing would be faster. However, copies would age and require updating. 
Indexing could also be used to direct queries to the "best" peers, i.e. peers with low 
workload or better resources. More research needs to be done into these options. 
8.2.4 Case study 
The system has been tested through experiments using schemas from several domains 
and networks of varying size and behaviour. A case study in which the system is tested 
by real users in a real-world application is needed to determine how effective Mapster is 
in practice. 
8.2.5 Inter-domain querying 
For inter-domain querying, a VSP needs to listen continuously for domain adverts. 
Every time a domain advert is received, the list of known domains must be updated. 
Some kind of cooperation between ASPs could enable them to share such lists. A peer 
could use the ID from the domain advert to contact the relevant VSP, which would send 
the mediated schema back to the peer. 
8.3 Conclusion 
This thesis has achieved its goal of building a viable system for semi-automated schema 
matching in P2P database-sharing systems. Querying databases in such an environment 
appears to be an exciting and worthwhile avenue for future work, with the long-term 
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Mapster User Interface Evaluation Questionnaire 
Information: 
This is to test my system, Mapster, and particularly the interface. Please feel free to 
make any comments during the interview about either. The results are anonymous and 
will only be used to determine the effectiveness of the interface and nothing else. Thank 
you. 
Mapster is a database-sharing P2P system. A P2P system is one that allows people to 
communicate with each other and to share resources, such as files, in an easy and 
relatively ad hoc manner. Mapster uses a P2P platform to share people's databases. 
Mapster uses domains and schema matching. A domain is a group of peers that have 
similar interests. Their databases contain similar data. Schema matching is a technique 
used to determine how one database relates to another. It calculates mappings between 
databases so that queries can be translated from one database to the other. 
Task 1: 
Start Mapster and join an existing domain. 
Ease (Please circle) 
1 (easy) 2 3 4 (difficult) 
Comments: 
Task 2: 
Browse the domain database. 
Ease (Please circle) 
1 (easy) 2 3 4 (difficult) 
Comments / Problems: 
Task 3: 
Query the domain. Write a query in terms of your own database. 











1 (easy) 2 3 4 (difficult) 
Comments / Problems: 
Task 4: 
Query the domain schema directly. 
Ease (Please circle) 
1 (easy) 2 3 4 (difficult) 
Comments / Problems: 
Task 5: 
Use the following query to obtain specific results from the domain. 
SELECT age, ID FROM ms WHERE age> 18 
Ease (Please circle) 
1 (easy) 2 3 4 (difficult) 
Comments / Problems: 
Questions: 
1) Overall, how easy did you find it to use the interface? 
2) Was there anything that was unclear? 











4) Could you please describe a scenario where you think this system would be used? 
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